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Abstract 
We consider the universal local deformation of a stable pointed curve and the associated 
monodromy representation on the fundamental group of a smooth fiber of this deformation. 
The image of the monodromy is an abelian subgroup of the outer automorphism of the 
fundamental group of a smooth fiber, and has a filtration induced from the weight filtration of 
the fundamental group. By using a graph of groups, we give a combinatorial description of the 
monodromy representation, and show that the induced filtration is determined by graph- 
theoretic invariants of the dual graph of the stable pointed curve. 
0. Introduction 
This paper has two purposes: (i) to provide certain combinatorial machinery for 
calculating the local monodromy representation on the fundamental groups for the 
local universal deformation of a degenerate stable pointed algebraic curve, and (ii) to 
investigate the filtration on the local monodromy group induced from the weight 
filtration on the fundamental groups by using this machinery. Part (ii) is the main 
result of this paper. 
Let us explain these results briefly. For simplicity, we discuss the case of non- 
pointed maximally degenerate curves. The result (i) can be stated as follows. Let Co be 
a maximally degenerate stable curve of genus y 2 2 and let Y be its dual graph. 
Consider the local universal deformation f: 4c 7 + 9 of Co in the category of complex 
analytic stable curves over a complex polydisk 9 of dimension 38 - 3. Let So be the 
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open subset of 9 on which the fibers are smooth, that is isomorphic to a product of 
3g - 3 copies of a punctured disk, t be a point on go, C, be the fiber on t, and b be 
a base point of C,. Then we obtain the monodromy map on the fundamental group 
p:n,(~“,r) +Outn1(C,,b), 
which is known to be injective. 
We shall introduce a kind of graph of groups on Y, the graph qf surface groups 
(G, Y) associated with Co, which retains the information to recover the fundamental 
group of the general fiber C, as the fundamental group of (G, Y). For each (geometric) 
edge e of Y, we define the edge twist D, E Out nl(G, Y, P). Then we prove the 
non-abeliun Picard-Le$xhetz,formula: 
p: n,(@,t) - Out Xl (C,, h) 
et Edge (Y )gr.n> 
Through this formula, the machinery of edge twists on the graphs of surface groups trans- 
lates the local monodromy representations into a purely combinatorial language. 
The main result (ii) can be stated as follows. Let Iy denote rcl (go, r), which is a free 
abelian group of rank 3g - 3, and let { I~‘),,,=o. 1 .2,. be the induced filtration on 
Zy derived from the lower central filtration on 7r1 (C,, b); in other words, set 
I:“‘:= Ker[p:x1(9’,t) -Out(n,(C,,b)/T,+lrcl(C,,b))], 
where l-,,, denotes the mth higher commutator group. Put 
r (Y) .= rank m . I(““/l”” “) HY Y foreachm(m=0,1,2, . ..). 
Then the main result (ii) tells identities 
ro(Y) = 3g - 3 -q(Y) - sz(Y), r1(Y) = s,(Y), 
r*(Y) = sz(Y), and r,(Y) = 0 form23, 
where s2( Y) is the number of bridges in the graph Y, and s1 (Y) is another geometric 
invariant of Y related with the connectivity, defined in Section 1.3. As a corollary, we 
can prove the injectivity of the truncated representation 
p(mod weight - 4): rcl(!Zo,tO) -+ Out(rr,((C,O - S,,, b)/l14x1). 
We note here that the identity ro(Y) = 3g - 3 - sI(Y) - sz(Y) was proved by 
Brylinski [3], although our proof does not depend on his result. 
The first motivation of these results (i) and (ii) is to generalize the transcendental 
part of the previous paper [S] by one of the authors, which discussed a similar 
problem in the case that the base 9 is one-dimensional and the dual graph of C is 
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a tree. Similarly to the previous one, we expect that the above results have some 
applications in the I-adic setting. 
By the results of Morgan and Hain, we can equip the Malcev Lie algebras of the 
fundamental groups of algebraic varieties with mixed Hodge structures. It seems an 
interesting problem to push forward our results toward this direction. 
Now let us explain the outline of the contents of this paper. In Section 1, we recall 
some basic notions on stable n-pointed curves and their local universal deformation, 
and weight filtration on fundamental groups to formulate the main result of this paper. 
In Section 2, we recall basic facts on the graph of groups by Bass and Serre 
[9 Sections 4,5]. We define the notion of edge twists, which describes Dehn twists in 
an algebraic and combinatorial language. By using this, we translate the problem of 
the local monodromy on the fundamental group into a completely algebraic and 
combinatorial problem of the graph of groups. We start with a special case of the 
Seiferttvan Kampen theorem. The key proposition here is the non-abelian 
Picard-Lefschetz formula (Theorem 2.2). 
In Section 3, we provide an algorithm to compute the action of Dehn twists arising 
from the monodromy on the fundamental group with standard presentation. Some 
low-genus examples are explicitly calculated, which serve as the initial step of the 
inductive proof of the main result in Sections 4 and 5. 
In Sections 4 and 5, we prove the main theorem by induction. In Section 5, the 
hardest step is proved. We first settle the nonpointed case to which the general case is 
reduced. The main ingredients are two functorial constructions for graph of groups. 
Although the authors were motivated by the monodromy of the stable curves, some 
of the results of this paper can be stated purely topologically in terms of Dehn twists 
associated to pants decomposition of punctured Riemann surfaces. Actually, in the 
subsequent papers, we shall discuss another combinatorial construction of Dehn 
twists from this viewpoint, and give some application to the induced filtration on the 
Teichmiiller modular group (or mapping class group). 
1. Formulation of the main result 
In this section, we recall the definitions and fundamental facts on local monodromy 
representation and on combinatorial group theory necessary to state the main result. 
1.1. Stable n-pointed curves and the non-ahelian local monodrom,v. 
Stable n-pointed curves 
Let us recall the definition of stable n-pointed curves in Knudsen [6, Section 11. 
Definition 1.1. A stable n-pointed curve (C,S) of genus 9 is a pair (C,S) of a proper 
connected curve C over the complex number field C and a set S of n distinct smooth 
points on C satisfying the following conditions. 
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(i) Any singular point of C is an ordinary double point. Let us denote by Csing the 
locus of singularities. Let p: C* 4 C be the normalization of C. 
(ii) (Stability) For any irreducible component D of C such that its normalization D* 
is isomorphic to P’, #(D*np~‘(Csin,uS)) 2 3 holds. 
When n = 0, the above definition coincides with the notion of stable curves in 
[4, Section 11. 
Definition 1.2. A system of data (7~: X + B; si, . . , s,: B + X) is called a holomorphic 
family of n-pointed stable rwt’es of genus g, if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) X and B are connected complex manifolds, 7c :X 4 B is a proper flat holomor- 
phic map and si, , s, are holomorphic sections of 7~. 
(2) For each point t E B, the fiber X,:= ~-l(t) with points sl(t),...,s,(t) is an 
n-pointed stable curve of genus 9. 
Local monodromy 
Let (7~: X + B; sl, . . ..s.: B +X) be a holomorphic family of n-pointed stable 
curves of genus g. Let B” be the subset of B consisting of those points whose fibers are 
smooth. Assume that B” is nonempty. Then B” is an open submanifold of B such that 
the real codimension of F = B - B” is at least two. Hence B” is connected. 
Choose a point t E B”, and also choose a base point b in X, - [s,(t), , sn(r)S, Let 
7: [0, l] + B” be a path representing an element of xl(Bo, r). Let /I: [0, l] + 
X - Ur= 1 Si(BO) be a continuous map such that p(O) = b and I$ = y, which exists by 
the homotopy lifting property of X - lJy= 1 s,(B’) -+ B”. By transforming the elements 
in ni(X, - {s,(t), . . . . . v,(t)J, b) along the path y, we have a homomorphism of groups 
P*:ni(X, - {si(r),...,.~(r)f,b) -+n,(X,- (.~l(t),...,s,(t)),B(l)). 
Now choose a path S in X, - isi (t), . . , s,(t)) connecting fl( 1) and b. Then we have an 
isomorphism 
J*:n,(X, - (sl(~),...t~n(l)~rP(I))~~tl(X, - {sl(&...,s,(t)l,b) 
induced by 2 + 6- ‘~8. If we replace 6 by another path 6’ connecting fi( 1) and b, then 
6’* and S* differs by an inner automorphism. Thus, the composition fi*jI* gives an 
automorphism of rci(X, - isi( . . . ,s,(t)}, b) uniquely up to inner automorphism, 
thus defines an element y* of Out ni(X, - jsi(t), . . . , s,(t)}, b). It is easy to check that 
the mapping ‘J + y* defines a homomorphism of the groups 
n,(B’,t) +Outrtr(X, - {s~(t),...,s,(t)j,b). 
This is the homotopical version of the usual monodromy homomorphism on the 
homology groups or cohomology groups of the fiber X,. When we stress the difference 
from the ordinary monodromy homomorphism, we call this representation the 
non-abelian monodromy homomorphism. 
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Local universal family of pointed stable curves. 
For a compact Riemann surface C of genus g 2 2, its infinitesimal deformations are 
parametrized by the cohomology group H’(C, O,), where Oc is the sheaf of germs of 
holomorphic tangent vector fields on C. When C is a singular stable curve, the 
chomology should be replaced by Ext& (Qh,O,). Here .Q:. is the sheaf of Kahler 
differentials on the curve C. Let (C,p,, . . . ,p,) be a stable n-pointed curve. Then the 
cohomology group should be replaced by Ext& (Qk,O,( -Cj”= 1 pi)) (cf. [lo, Sections 
3.1-3.2) because in this case the deformation is the combination of the deformation of 
the curve C and the embedding ( 1, . . , PI} -+ C. The deformation is unobstructed, since 
we have 
Let (7r:X +B; sl,... , s, : B + X) be a holomorphic family of n-pointed stable curves 
of genus 9. Then we can define a homomorphism of C’B-modules 
,:,,-R’~*Hom(n:,,.e,(-~~sjl~))), 
which induces the KodairaaSpencer map 
at each point b of B (cf. [lo, Corollary 3.1.3]), where OS is the tangent sheaf of B and 
T,B is the tangent space of B at b, Ch being the fiber of rc at h. 
Definition 1.3. A family (rc: X + B; sl,. . , s,,: B + X) of n-pointed stable curves of 
genus 9 is called a local universal,fumily if the Kodaira-Spencer map P,, is isomorphic 
at each point h of B. 
Construction of such a family is done by Theorem 3.1.5 of [lo]. The uniqueness of 
the germ of such family with the fiber isomorphic to the given (C,S) at the origin 
follows from the general theory of deformation. 
Given a stable n-pointed curve (C,S) of genus y. Since the stability condition is 
satisfied, there exists a locul universal deformation with dimension 
i.e., a local universal family (f: % + 9; sl, . . , s,: % + %‘) of stable n-pointed curves of 
genus g over a polydisk 9 := D3g- 3 +’ (where D := (: E @ j ]tj < 1) ) such that the fiber 
at the origin (C,, {s,(O), _.. .s,(O))) is isomorphic to the given (C,S). 
Let 9’ denote the set of points of 9 on which the fiber is smooth, lo be a point on 
‘PO, C,, be the fiber on t,, S,” be the n points s1 (to), . . . ,s,(t,) on the fiber, and * be 
a base point of C’,() - S,,. The local monodromy homomorphism associated with the 
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local universal deformation (C, S) 
P:%(~“>tD) +OutrrI(C,I1 -S,,,,*), 
is defined as above. This homomorphism is classically known to be injective, but we 
shall also give a proof of this fact in Theorem 4.1. 
Given a local universal deformation (f: %? + 9; s,, . . ,s,: 9 + 97) of a stable 
n-pointed curve (C,S) of genus g, we can define the set of critical locus C by 
,Z := (p E %‘I cif,: Tr% + TJ(,,)9 is not surjective) 
and the discriminant locus A :=,f(C). Here T,,%?, T,-,,, 63 are the tangent spaces of %? and 
g at p and f( p), respectively. 
Recall Theorem 2.7 of [6] and its proof, and consider a local analytic variant of 
them. Then we have the following: 
Proposition 1.1. Assume that 2g - 2 + n 2 1. Then: 
(1) The discriminant locus A is a divisor with normul crossing in 9. 
(2) For each point p of .?I, we can choose a local coordinate (zIr . . . , Zag_ 3 +,, _ I, u, u) 
with center p and a local coordinate (w,, . , wgg _ 3 + ,,) of62 with center f (p) such that the 
holomorphic mapf is given by 
(z,,...,z39-j+.~1,u,c’) ~(Z,,...,Z39-3+n~I,UD)=(tl,...,tJg~j+n). 
(3) Let (ql, . . . . qt) be the set ofsingularities on C. Then, there exist a local coordinate 
(tt, , t3y_3+n) at the origin in 2, und locul coordinates 
(zy)..., z~i!l,zi’~I ,..., Z~~_3+n,U(i),U(i)) 
,for each qi (1 I i I 1) such thut ut each qi the holomorphic mupf is locally given by 
(z(i) . ) z!” (8 
1 ) I 1, 
,!i’ 
,+l>...,Z3q-3+“rU 
(0, u(i) J 
t+(zf) 
(i) 
)...) Zi_,,,UW’,Zg! I,..., zg3+J 
= (t 1,...,ti~1,fi,fi+lr...,f3g-3+n). 
Moreover, the local defining equution qf A in 9 at the origin is given by 
t,t2 ‘.. tt = 0. 
Proof. The statements (1) and (2) are a direct analytic analogue of Theorem 2.7 and its 
proof in [6]. (3) can be proved by iteration of the description in (2), following the 
argument of the proof of Theorem 2.7 in [6]. 0 
1.2. Weight filtration on the fundamental groups and induced.filtrution on the automor- 
phism groups 
We summarize group-theoretic notations. 
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Notation 1.1. Let G be a group and x,y be its elements. We denote by [.x7 y] the 
commutator .Y~x- ‘y-l, by [x] the conjugate class of X, and by M,(y) the conjugate 
.YL’.U - l. We write y _ y’ if there exists an x such that J” = .uy.u- ‘. The automorphism 
group, the inner automorphism group, and the outer automorphism group are 
denoted by Aut G, Int G, and Out G := Aut G/Int G, respectively. 
A,filtrurion of G is a decreasing sequence of normal subgroups of G 
GI . . . =,G (k) 3 G(k+l) 3 . ..(kEz). 
We define its kth gradation grk(G) := G’k’/G’k+“. 
Definition 1.4. Let ll be a group and cl, . . , c, be its conjugate classes. The datum (f/; 
C,,..., cn) is called an n-pointed group. 
Example 1.1. Let R be a compact Riemann surface and S be a finite subset of points 
on R with cardinality n. The pair (R,S) is called an n-punctured Riernann su~fuce. 
Sometimes the noncompact Riemann surface R - S is also called an n-punctured 
Riemann surface. An element of S is called a puncture of (R, S). Let b be a base point of 
R - S. It is well-known that as an abstract group, xl(R - S, b) is isomorphic to the 
group with 2g + I? generators 
Xl ,..., xCJ; PI,..., &;~I ,...> Y” 
with one relation 
The choice of generators is not canonical, but yl, . , ;I” are free homotopically 
corresponding to the n punctures. We call an element conjugate to one of these 
71, ... 3 yn a puncture element of (R, S). 
We shall frequently consider the n-pointed group 
(~I(R - &b); Cr,l, . . ..CYnl)> 
which depends only on the punctured Riemann surface, not on the choice of the 
presentation of the fundamental group. 
The weight ,jiltrution 
Definition 1.5 (Weight filtration). Let (II; [yl], . . , [;l,,]) be an n-pointed group. Let 
N be the normal subgroup of ll generated by yI, . ,;‘“. 
Then, we define the weight$ltrution of l7, 
n= w_,n3 w-g3 wm3n3 . .. . 
as follows (cf. [S, Section 11). 
We set W_ ,Ll := Il to be the whole group, and W_ 2Il := [n, fl] N. Then the part 
k 2 3 of the weight filtration { W_kIl jk z 1 is defined as the fastest decreasing central 
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filtration. In other words, we define 
w_,n:= n, 
w-,n := ((Cn,nlN)), 
w_,n:= (([w_,n, w_,nl)), 
w-,n := ((ui+j,k[W-in, W_,n]>), 
where (( )) denotes the normal subgroup generated by the elements inside. Let 
rr, := n, (R - S, b) be an n-pointed group defined in Example 1.1. Then, the quotient 
group n, / W_ 2x1 is isomorphic to the first homology group Hr (R, Z) of the compact 
Riemann surface R. 
We say that c E II has weight -m if and only if CJ E W_,Il - W_,_ II7. The weight 
of 0 is denoted by wt(a). If c E flz= 1 W_,fl, we define wt(o) := - GO. (Although we do 
not use it in this paper, it is known that flz= 1 W_,,,n, = (1) holds for above nr.) 
Note that in the case that 7c1 is the n-pointed group as in Example 1.1 for n I 1, the 
weight filtration { W_,X,}~ z 0 by definition coincides with the lower central series 
W_,nr = 1-,a, for each k 2 1, 
where the higher commutators T,n, are defined inductively by 
r,rrr := 711 and I-,+ rrrr := [rkrcl, rcl] for each k 2 1. 
The induced filtration 
Definition 1.6. Let (n; Fir], , [:/,,I) b e an n-pointed group. Let us define 
Aut, Il := {cr E Aut n 1 o(yi) - l’i for i = 1,. . , rz} 
It is clear that Int flu Aut, II, and we define Out,fi’ := Aut,n/Int n. For 
(T E Out, II, an element of Aut,, I7 mapped to G is called a lifr of 0. 
Proposition 1.2. The imuye of the monodromy homomorphism p is contained in 
Out,711 (C,, - St”,@. 
The proof of the above proposition is postponed to Section 2.7. 
Definition 1.7 (inducedjiftration). Let (n; [rl], . . , [yn]) be an n-pointed group, H be 
a group, and p: H + Out, Il be a homomorphism. Then we define the induced 
filtration on H by 
HCk’ := {g E H 1 for some lift r of p(o), wt(s(x)x~ ‘) 
I wt(x) - k holds for all x E n> 
for k = O,l, . . . . (For the term lift, see Definition 1.6 above.) 
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For this filtration, we have the following: 
Proposition 1.3. Let p : H + Out,. ll be a homomorphism, and make H u,filtered group 
us above. 
(1) Any element g qf H preserves the weiyht,filtrution of‘n, thut is,,for some lft 5 of‘ 
p(a), wt(?(x)) = wt(x) holdsfor uny x E IT. In purticulur, H = H”’ holds. 
(2) Let X be a subset of Ll such that X generates IT und a subset qf X normally 
generates N. Then we have 
Htk’ = (0 E H I,for some lift T ofp(o), ult(z(Xi)X; ‘) 
< wt(xi) - k holds for all 1 I i I m} 
(3) The,filtration Htk’ is central; that is, 
[HCk’, H”‘] c Htkff) jar rrny k,l 2 0. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the facts that the weight filtration is defined to 
be the fastest decreasing central filtration such that ‘/i has weight two for i = 1,. . , n. 
and that ~(;‘i) _ yi. 
The second statement follows from the following two identities: 
r(xy)?,-‘x- l = Int,(x-‘z(x)r(y)y-‘), 
T([X,y])[X,J’]m’ = Int,([.U-lT(X),t(l’)]Int,([~-lT(y),.u-l])l. 
The third statement is an exercise in [2, Ch. II, Section 4, exercise 33. 0 
1.3. Bridges, cut systems, and invariants sl, s2 of a stable n-pointed curve 
Definition 1.8. Let (C,S) be a stable n-pointed curve. 
(1) A singular point q is called a bridge if C - {q) is not connected. 
(2) A pair {qI,qzj of singular points is called a cut pair, if neither q1 nor q, is 
a bridge and C - {qlrq2j is not connected. 
The following can easily be proved. 
Lemma 1.1. Let (ql,qz} be u cut pair, and jq2,q3) (q3 # ql) be another cut pair. Then 
jq,,qjj is also u cut pair. 
Definition 1.9. We call a set E of singular points a ma.uimal cut system, if 
(1) it contains at least two distinct singular points; 
(2) any pair of two distinct singular points q,q’ in E is a cut pair; 
(3) and no singular point q” outside E makes a cut pair with a singular point in E. 
Now we define two invariants of (C, S) necessary to describe the main result of this 
paper. 
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Definition 1.10. (1) Let sz(C, S) denote the number of bridges in (C, S). 
(2) Puts,(C,S):=&{#(E)- l}, h w ere E runs over the maximal cut systems in 
(C, 9. 
1.4. Main result 
Recall the monodromy homomorphism p defined in Section 1 .l. 
Definition 1.11. We denote by I(,,,, the free abelian group rr,(g’,te) of rank 1. We 
make Ices, a filtered group as defined in Definition 1.7 with p the local monodromy 
homomorphism 
p:I,,.,, := 7c,(@,to) 2 z’ + Out,q(C,, - S,“,h). 
The following is the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 1.1. Let (C, S) be a stable n-pointed curve qf genus g, and 1 be the number of 
singular points. Then each gradation gr,(Zcc.s,) is u free Z-module. Let rJC,S) be its 
rank. Then we have the following ,four identities: 
(1) ro(C, S) = 1 - s, (C, S) - %(C, 9; 
(2) rl(C,S) = h(C,S); 
(3) r2(C,S) = sz(C,S); and 
(4) 1 (yS) = 10). , 
Remark 1.1. The first statement (1) was proved in [3, Proposition 51. Our proof of the 
above theorem provides another proof of his result. 
Corollary. (1) Zf n 5 1, the truncated homomorphism 
p(mod weight -4): 7r1(90,tO) + Out(rrr(C,, - S,,, b)/W_,n,) 
is injective. 
(2) For any n, the truncated homomorphism 
p(mod weight -5):7r1(90,tO)+Out(7r1(C,, -S,0,b)/W-5rcl) 
is injective. 
This corollary follows from (4) of the above theorem and the next lemma with k = 3. 
Lemma 1.2. (1) I$!,, = Ker(lcc.s, + Out nl/W_k- rrrr) if n I 1 
(2) $5, 1 Ker(l,c,s, + Out rrr/ Wmk_ *nl). 
Proof. Let x1, . . . , x, be a set of generators of rr,. If n I 1, we can choose xi to be Clj, fij 
in Section 1.2, and hence, wt(xi) = - 1 for 1 I i I m. From Proposition 1.3(2), it 
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follows that 
fl E I$!,, o for some lift r of P(a), Wt(s(.~i).~; ‘) 5 wt(.~i) - k = - 1 - k for each i 
oa~Ker(l-*Out71,/W-,_,7c,). 
For any n, we can choose xi of weight - 1 or -2, hence we have 
r~ E Ker(l + Out ni/W-k_2rti) *for some lift r of p(a), wt(o(.~i)Xi-‘) 
I - k - 2 I wt(.xi) - k for each i =S (T E Z$!s, 0 
Remark 1.2. If n I 1, we may choose (1) of the above lemma as the definition of I{:!,,. 
Then, Theorem 1.1 coincides with the statement of the main result in the introduction. 
2. Graph of groups, edge twists, and non-abelian Picard-Lefschetz formula 
In general, given a degeneration of compact Riemann surfaces f: X + D over 
a complex disk D = {z E @ 1 IzI < l} with the unique singular fiber at the origin z = 0, 
then we have a monodromy homomorphism at X, =,f- l(f) (t E D, t # 0): 
P;~:T(,(D - {O},t) -+AutHi(X,;Z). 
When f: X + D is semi-stable, ps ab is described by the Picard-Lefschetz formula in 
terms of vanishing cycles (cf. [l 1, Appendix to Chapter VI by D. Mumford]). 
In this section, we want to supply a corresponding algebraic description for the 
non-abelian monodromy map 
p,:n,@ - {O},t) -+OUt?ri(X,*), 
where the base D is replaced by a polydisk 53, and X -+ 9 is a locally universal family 
of stable n-pointed curves. This is done by introducing edge rwists in graph qf groups. 
We call this result the non-abelian Picard-Lefschetzformufa from the above reason. 
The machinery of graph of groups might be unfamiliar among geometers, but the 
authors believe that our combinatorial formulation is natural and of necessity to find 
an algebraic description of the monodromy representation pr. 
2. I Graphs 
This section explains graph theoretical terminology, mainly following [9]. 
Definition 2.1. A (nonoriented) graph Y consists of the following data. 
(1) A set Vert( Y) is given and called the uertex set of Y. An element of Vert( Y) is 
called a vertex of Y. 
(2) A set Edge(Y),,,, is given and called the geometric edge set of Y. An element of 
Edge( Y )peom is called a geometric edge of Y. 
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(3) A map end from Edge( Y)seom to the set of unordered pairs of vertices is given. 
Let e be a geometric edge and suppose that end(e) = {u, w) (possibly v = w). Then 
v (or w) is said to be incident to e. 
In the standard terminology, the geometric edges as above are simply called edges. 
We, however, keep the term edge to denote a geometric edge with an orientation 
specified. 
From now on, all graphs are assumed to be finite, i.e., having finite vertices and 
finite edges. 
Definition 2.2. Let Y be a graph. We define the edge set Edge(Y) as follows. 
(1) As a set, we define 
Edge(Y):=Edge(Y),,,,x{+, -1, 
where { +, -} is a two-element set. 
(2) We define two maps o, t : Edge(Y) -+ Vert( Y) as follows. For each e E Edge( Y)seom, 
fix an order in end(e) = (u, WI and make an ordered pair (v, tv). Then, put 
o(e, +) := u, t(e, +) := w, o(e, -):= w and t(e, -) := u. 
An element y E Edge(Y) is called an edge. The vertex o(y) (the vertex t(y)) is called the 
origin (the terminus) of y, respectively. 
(3) Let y, y' E Edge(Y) be (e, +), (e, -) for some geometric edge e, respectively. We 
denote by lyl the geometric edge e, by j the edge y’, and by 7 the edge y. Thus, 
denotes the direction-inverse operation. 
Remark 2.1. The choice of the order in end(e) in (2) has ambiguity. However, we will 
not refer to an edge as (e, +) nor (e, -), but refer only as y E Edge(Y). Thus, we can 
regard that the set Edge(Y) and the functions O, t are defined without ambiguity. 
2.2. Dual graphs 
We can associate a (dual) graph with each n-pointed stable curve (C,S) in the 
following manner. (Note that in the case that n = 0, this definition coincides with the 
dual graph defined in (4.4) of Namikawa [7]. This is slightly different from that of 
(1.15) of [4].) 
Definition 2.3. Let (C, S) be a stable n-pointed curve of genus g. Then, its dual graph 
(Y,u) consists of a graph Y and a function u defined as follows. 
(1) The vertex set Vert( Y) is defined to be the set of irreducible components of C. 
Thus, each vertex P E Vert( Y) uniquely corresponds to an irreducible component of 
C, denoted by CP. 
(2) The geometric edge set Edge(Y)._,, is defined to be the set of singular points of 
C. Thus, each geometric edge e uniquely corresponds to a singular point denoted by 
qe E C. 
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(3) The incidence between an edge and a vertex is defined as follows. Being an 
ordinary double point, qr is either(i) in the intersection of two irreducible components 
C,, and CpI, or (ii) an ordinary double point of an irreducible component Cp. In the 
case(i), e is defined to connect Pi with PZ (or end(e) = [I’,, PZ} equivalently), and in the 
case (ii), e is a loop connecting P with itself (or end(e) = (P, P} equivalently). 
(4) The function U: Vert( Y) + Z x Z is defined by U(P) = (gp, np), where gp is the 
genus of the normalization CF of Cp and tip is the cardinality of the set CpnS. 
Remark 2.2. As in Definition 2.2, let us define the (oriented) edge set Edge(Y) to the 
dual graph Y defined above. We make the following identification. Let y be an edge of 
Y, let P,, P2 denote o(y),t(y), respectively, and let q,,, be the singular point. Let 
p: C* + C denote the normalization of C. Then, p- ‘(q,,,) consists of exactly two 
distinct points u,, u2 lying on Cp,, CP,, respectively. Then, by (y, r(y)) we denote the 
(free homotopy class of) a closed curve in Cpz - Csing - S which circles u2 counter- 
clockwise when pullbacked to Cp*L. 
Remark 2.3. The dual graph (Y, u) determines the homotopy type of C - S. 
In particular, the following proposition relates the function c’ with the homology 
group of Y. 
Proposition 2.1. We hutle the,fbllowing two identities: 
g= C gP+h’(Y), n= 
PeVcrt Y 
where h’(Y) = #(Edge(Y),,,,) - 
c HP, 
PEV.d(Y) 
#(Vert(Y)) + 1. 
Proof. This follows by induction. 0 
Proposition 2.2. Let Y he the duul graph of a stable n-pointed curve qfgenus g. Then \t,e 
have 
#(VNY)) I 2(g - 1) + n, #(Edge(Y),,,,) 5 3(g - 1) + n, 
and,for u vertex P with gp = 0, we have 
np + # (yE Edge(Y)IP = t(y)} 2 3. 
Proof. The first statement follows by induction on the number of vertices. The second 
is a rephrase of the stability condition (ii) in Definition 1.1. 0 
2.3. A graph qf groups and its fundamental groupoid 
This section recalls the general notion of graph of groups [9, Sections 4, 51. 
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Definition 2.4. (graph qf groups). A graph of groups (G, Y) consists of the following 
data: 
(1) Y is a connected graph, 
(2) the symbol G denotes two families of groups {Gp 
satisfying the condition G, = G,, 
(3) and for each edge y E Edge(Y) a monomorphism 
is specified. 
Definition 2.5. For a graph of groups (G, Y), its ambient group F(G, Y) is defined as 
follows, Let F, be the free group generated by the set Edge(Y), Then F(G, Y) is 
defined to be the quotient group of the free product 
Fy* (,,YL,, Gp) 
by the normal subgroup generated by the two types of relations: 
yj = 1 (y E Edge(Y)); yaYy = a‘ for y E Edge(Y), CI E G,. 
The geometric meaning of F(G, Y) is not clear. The group F(G, Y) should be 
regarded as an intermediate to define the fundamental groupoid (see below), whose 
geometric meaning is more or less clear. In particular, it coincides with the ordinary 
fundamental groupoid of a surface in the case of a graph of surface groups (see 
Section 2.6). 
Words of F(G, Y) 
In this paper a path means a directed path. Let c be a path in Y whose origin is 
a vertex PO, in other words, c is a sequence of oriented edges y,, . , y, satisfying the 
conditions o(yl) = PO and o(yi+ 1) = t(yi) for i = 1,. . . , n - 1. The number n is called 
the length of C. Let US set Pi := t(yi) for i = 1, . . , n. 
Definition 2.6. A word of type c in F(G, Y) is a pair (c, p), where p = (rO, . , r,) is 
a sequence of elements with ri E Gp,. The element 
IGPI = r0ylrly2 . . ..wn 
of F(G, Y) is said to be associated with the word (c,~). 
An element of FY * ( *PEveT,oj G,) is admissible if it coincides with the right-hand side 
of the above identity for some c,~. One says that (c,,u) is reduced if it satisfies 
the following condition: if n = 0 then one has rO # I; if n 2 1 then one has 
ri$Tmage{G, - Glcy,) } for each index i such that yi+ 1 = yi. 
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Fundamental groupoid 
Let c, and c2 be composable paths; in other words, the end vertex of c, coincides 
with the start vertex of cl. Let us denote by cl * c2 the path obtained by concatenating 
c, and c2 in this order. Two words (ci, pi), (c2, p2) are said to be composable if ci, c2 are 
composable paths. We define the concatenated word (cl. pl) * (c2, p2) := (cI * c2, 
/11*~2),wherec1*c2 isasaboveandp1*p2 isdefined to be(r~,...,r~r~,...,r~)for 
p’1 = (r&r:, ,r,!) and p2 =(ri,rf ,..., ri). 
We write n, (G, Y; PO, PI) for the set of elements of F(G, Y) of the form 1 c, pi, where 
c is any path from P,, to PI. The family of sets 
~TC~(G,Y;P~,P~)IP~,P~ l Vert(Y)f 
with concatenation from a groupoid. In particular, 
rci(G, Y; PO) := ~1 (G, Y; PO, PO) 
is a group called the,fundamental group of the graph of groups (G, Y) with the base 
point PO. 
Note that if a word (c, p) is not reduced, then there is a shorter word representing the 
same element in F(G, Y). It follows that any nontrivial element of rccl (G, Y; PO, PI) is 
equal to 1 c, p 1 for some reduced word (c, p). 
In the following sense, the reduced word is unique [9, Section 5, Theorem 111. 
Proposition 2.3. [f (c, ,u) is reduced, then 1 c, p 1 # 1. 
Quotient realization qf the fundamental group 
Let us recall another realization of the fundamental group of a graph of groups, i.e., 
realization as a quotient group of the ambient group F(G, Y). Let us choose a span- 
ning (or maximal) tree T in Y. Then we define the group nl(G, Y, T) as the quotient 
group of F(G, Y) by the normal subgroup generated by the elements of Edge(T). 
It is shown in [9, Ch. 1, Section 5, Prop. 201 that this group is isomorphic to the 
fundamental group rcl(G, Y, PO) through the composition of the canonical homomor- 
phisms 
ni(G,Y,P,,) -F(G,Y)+~cl(G,Y,T). 
2.4. Edge twists 
Let (G, Y) be a graph of groups. For an edge y E Edge(Y) and an element d in the 
center Z(G,) of the group G,, we define the edge twist D,.d to be the endomorphism of 
Fy*(* ~~~~~~~~~ GP) given by 
D,,,(Y) = yd’, L&,(j) = j(d’)- ‘, D,,Ay’) = y’ for y’${y,jJ, 
and 
Dg,d(x) = x for any element x E Gp, P E Vert( Y). 
Then, since D,,.dDg.dml = 1, D,,.,, is an automorphism of F, * ( *PtVcrt,Yj Gp). 
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Lemma 2.1. By passiny to the quotienr, Dp.d induces un uutomorphism ef F(G, Y ). 
Proof. We have to check that the defining relation is preserved under the map D,,.d. In 
fact, the relation yj = 1 is mapped to 
@‘jj(d’)- = fy#‘j}(d’)-’ = @(d?)-r = 1, 
Also ya’y = a” is mapped to 
(y&‘)&y(d’)-’ = y(du).vj(d’)-’ = (&)‘(d’)- 1 = (dad-‘)‘, 
and since d belongs to the center of G,, dud-’ = a. Since the other relators are 
preserved trivially by Dv,d, the above lemma was proved. q 
Definition 2.7. By an abuse of notation, we denote by the same symbol Dy.d the 
automorphism of F(G, Y) induced from D,.d E Aut(F, * ( *PEVertCYj Gp)) and call it the 
edge twist associated with (y,d). 
The following is an immediate consequence of the above lemma. 
Proposition 2.4. (1) The auromorphism D,V.d induces a bijection 
~I(G, Y; Po,P,)-+nl(G, Y; Po,P,) 
compatible with composition qfgroupoidfor euch PO and P,. In other words, Dy,d defines 
an automorphism ?f the fundamental groupoid qf (G, Y). In particular, Dy,d dcjines an 
automorphism of the fundamental group nr(G, Y, PO). 
(2) For any pair d E Z(G,) and d’ E Z(G),,), Dy.d and Dy..dS commute. 
Definition 2.8. For each geometric edge e, choose one edge y with 1 yl = e, and denote 
by Edge(Y)+ the set of these edges y. We define the edge homomorphisms by and pu by 
i&: @ Z(G,) +Autnl(G,Y,J’,), 
yEEdge( 
d E Z(G,) ++Dy,d, 
PY: @ Z(G,) +Outz1(G, Y,Pof. 
ycEdgc(y)_ 
In the next section, we apply the above construction to a graph of surface groups 
(Definition 2.9) to obtain an algebraic description of local monodromy. 
2.5. The gruph of surfirce groups associated with a stable n-pointed curve 
For the dual graph of a stable n-pointed curve of genus y, we can naturally assign 
a graph of groups, which retains enough information to recover the fundamental 
group of an n-punctured Riemann surface of genus g as the fundamental group of the 
graph of groups. 
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Definition 2.9 (graph of surface groups associated with a stable curve). Let ( Y, v) be the 
dual graph of a stable n-pointed curve (C, S). We define the graph of’ surface groups 
associated with (C, S) as the following graph of groups (G, Y). 
(1) For each vertex P, GP is the fundamental group of the curve 
c; - C,*np-‘(Csi,,uS) 
with a base point br, where C,* is the normalization of C, and p: C* + C is the 
normalization map. 
(2) For each edge y, G, is an infinite cyclic group with a specified generator I,. 
Through the identity G, = G,, the generators satisfy I? = I>: ‘. The monomorphism 
G, ‘--r GIo, is defined by I, H .x E G,o,, where x is a fixed element of G,,L’, belonging to 
the free homotopy class denoted by (y, t(y)) in Remark 2.2. 
An element of GP free homotopically equivalent to a circle surrounding a point in 
C,* np- ‘(S) counterclockwise is called a puncture element of Gp. A puncture element 
of GP determines a conjugate class of rrr(G, Y, PO), whose elements are also called 
puncture elements by abuse of language. 
Remark 2.4. In the above definition, the choice of rp HX E GrtyI has ambiguity, since 
only the conjugate class of x is specified. However, this ambiguity does not affect the 
definition in the following sense. 
Let (G, Y) be a graph of groups. Let (G, Y’) be a graph of groups obtained from 
(G, Y) by “changing the choice of x in the same conjugate class in G,,,,,“. Then, there is 
an isomorphism between F(G, Y) and F(G, Y’) compatible with edge twists. 
Precisely saying, we have the following: 
Lemma 2.2. Let (G, Y) be a graph ofgroups, andjix sl’ E G,,,,for each y E Edge(Y). Let 
(G, Y’) be the graph of groups dejned as follows. The graph Y’ is isomorphic to Y, with 
Vert(Y)= Vert(Y’) and Edge(Y)%Edge(Y’) by y by’. Each group Gr on 
P E Vert( Y’) is identical with that in (G, Y), and G,, = G,. We dejine the monomor- 
phisms G,, it G,,,,, by 
a k+ aI’ := s,,al’s, ’ . 
Then we have an isomorphism F(G, Y) -+ F(G, Y ‘) compatible with edge twists: 




F(G, Y) z F(G, Y’). 
Proof. The isomorphism F(G, Y) + F(G, Y’) is defined on generators by g ~g for 
g E GP and 
y t-+ sy l y's, 
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for y E Edge(Y). This induces an isomorphism between ambient groups since the 
relators are mapped as 
yjj = 1 HSg iy’s,s, ‘y’s, = 1 
and 
yaYjj r+.s, ly'Sy&,;ly'Sy = .q'y'&'s, = g&s, = a$. 
This isomorphism is compatible with Dy.d H Dyz.d, since we have 
D,.,(y) = ydY HS; ‘y’s,dy = s>; ‘y’dy’s, = Dy.,&>7 ‘y’s,) 
and 
D,.d(y) = y(d”))’ HS>: ‘j’~,(d”)-~ = s>: ‘j’sy(s,Y ‘d%,)- ’ = Dy,.&>: ‘y’s,). 
Hence, as far as the properties of edge twists are concerned, there is no need to specify 
the image of zy; it is enough to specify its conjugate class. 0 
Definition 2.10 Let (G, Y) be a graph of surface groups. We denote by D, the edge 
twist Dy_,V and call it the edge twist along y. 
A simple calculation shows the following: 
Proposition 2.5. We huve D, = D,. Accordingly, we can define for each geometric edge 
e its edge twist D, := D, = D, by choosing an edge y with e = 1 yl. 
2.6. Recovery of surface groups, or Setferttvan Kampen theorem 
In this section, we confirm that the fundamental group of a graph of surface groups 
associated to a stable n-pointed curve is canonically isomorphic to the fundamental 
group of the n-punctured Riemann surface, namely, rri (C,O - S,O, b) in Section 1.3. 
Theorem 2.1 (Seiferttvan Kampen). Let (G, Y) be the graph of surface groups usso- 
ciated with a stable n-pointed curve of genus g. Then the fundamental group of (G, Y) is 
isomorphic to the fundamental group of the n-punctured Riemann surface (C,O,S,,) of 
genus g defined in Section 1.1. This isomorphism preserves the puncture elements, und 
hence is an isomorphism offiltered groups. 
Remark 2.5. Moreover, we can describe an algorithm to obtain a canonical system of 
generators. The algorithmic part of the above theorem will be discussed in the next 
section. 
Proof. For each vertex P of Y, let C,* be a closed subset of the punctured Riemann 
surface CP - CpnS, obtained by removing a small open disk D, around each point 
x in Cpn Csing. Then the Riemann surface with boundary C,* is a deformation retract 
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of Cp - Cpn(C,i,,~S). Hence n,(C,*, b) 2 Gp, with b being a base point in C,*. The 
union UXtCpnC,,., do, is the boundary of C,*, where 0, is the closure of D,, and aoX its 
boundary. 
Let I be the unit interval [0, l] and Sr the l-dimensional circle. Put A, = S, x I for 
each edge I’, and identify it with A,t via a mapping (8, t) 4 (0,l - t) (0 E S,, r E I). Fix 
an orientation on Sr x I, and induce it to A,. 
Consider the disjoint union (UPEvertu.) C,*)u( IJ lyleEdge(Y),, A,), and patch each 
boundary ((0, 1) 18 E S,} of A, with do, such that the orientation of A, and C,* are 
compatible. Then we obtain a Riemann surface R with no boundary of genus 9 and 
n punctures. 
We have to show rrr(R, *) z nr(G, Y,P) which is nothing but a variant of van 
Kampen theorem. Since we could not find a good reference, we discuss how to reduce 
our claim to a simpler well-known case. 
Choose a maximal tree T in Y, and consider the surface RT which is the image of 
(U PEVC~I(Y)~P*)~(U,~,~E~~~(T)~~,, A,) in R with respect to the natural map. Let G,r be 
the restriction of G to T. Then the usual van Kampen theorem imphes that 
GT. = liT(G,,, T) is isomorphic to zl(RT, *). 
Let Y’ = Y/T be the graph obtained from Y by contracting every edges in T to 
a point. Then Y’ is a graph with a unique vertex P’. Define a function u’ on Vert( Y ‘) 
by v’(P’) = (g,n). Then setting Gp, = GT z xl(RT, *), we obtain a graph of surface 
groups (G’, Y ‘). 
By the definition of the fundamental group of a graph of groups, it is easy to 
check that there is a canonical isomorphism 7r1 (G, Y, P) 2 7cr (G’, Y ‘, P’). 
The surface R is obtained from RT by attaching h’(Y) handles 
A,(IL’I 6 Edge(Y),,,, - Edge(T),,,, ), Meanwhile, rr,(G’, Y’,P’) is h’(Y) times iter- 
ated HNN-extension of Gp,. It is well known that the isomorphism Gp, z nl(RT, *) 
implies rc,(G’, Y’,P’) z xl(R,*). 0 
2.7. Non-Abelian Picard-Lefschetz formula 
The following result plays a crucial role to reduce the proof of the main result to 
a combinatorial problem for graph of groups. 
Theorem 2.2. (Non-abelian Picard-Lefschetz formula). Let (C,S) be u stable n- 
pointed curve, % --f 9 be its focal universal dqformation, and CfO be its smooth,fiber, us 
provided in Section 1.1. Then, we have a commutative diagram 
p: 77, (PO,to) - Out ~1 (C,, - St,,, b) 
v /I 
PY : @ Z-e- Out n,(G, Y,P,). 
CE Edw(Y )I.<>m 
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The left column is 
with (Ti the generator of nI (ai - {O}, ti) und e the geometric edge corresponding to the 
singular point qi. The right column is the isomorphism dejined in Theorem 2.1. The under 
row maps e H D,. 
Proof. Assume that n = 0, i.e., So is empty. Then the proof is a generalization of Main 
Lemma (1.7) of the transcendental part of the previous paper [IS]. 
Let rc: co + Co be the normalization of Co. Then 
co= u Cp (disjoint) 
PEVem(Y) 
and we can number the singularities of Co by {qe}reEdge(Y),,,,. 
Let f: % -+ 52 be the local universal deformation of Co, let e be a geometric edge, 
and let {P,Qj be end(e). Then, by using the parameter of deformation t, of each 
double point qe of Co, the local defining equation of the smooth analytic space % at qe 
is written as 
with certain local coordinates up., and uQ,E. Moreover at te = 0, we may assume that 
up., = 0 is the local defining equation of the component C, at qe, and uQ.@ = 0 the 
Iocal defining equation of Cp at q,. 
Let e be a sufficiently small positive real number. We define a chart 
of a neighbourhood of qe in 92. By taking c small enough, we may assume that two 
charts are disjoint in %?. 
Let f = (te)ecEdge(Yj,,,, be a point in 9’ such that (t,l < E’ for each e. Put A,,, = 
U,(~)nf~ ‘(t) for each e E Edge(Y),,,,. Then each A,., is an annulus in the Riemann 
surface C, =f-‘(t), and the complement B, = C, - UpeEdge(Y),,,,Ae,, consists of 
# (Vert( Y)) connected components, each of them corresponding to a unique vertex 
P of Y and being a deformation retract of C’F = Cp - [double point}. We denote this 
component by BP., for each vertex P E V(Y). 
Put 
B;,, = BP,,u u A,,,, 
etSI(P) 
where St(P) is the set of geometric edges incident to the vertex P. 
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Then B$., has #(St(P)) boundary components. The curve C, is written as the 
quotient space 
Each Bg., is a deformation retract of BP.,, which is homotopically equivalent o CF. 
Therefore, the C”-fibration LI ,GvO Bz., -+ 9’ is homotopically equivalent o a product 
prz : CF x 9’ --+ 9’. Thus, in order to describe the Deck transformation with respect 
to ye, it suffices to see its action on A,., s and the change of the patching condition with 
B;.,. 
For each P, we choose a base point bp in BP*.,, and for each tube A,.,, we fix a base 
point b,. When the vertex P is incident to the edge e, we connect the base points bp and 
b, by an oriented arc cP,, emanating from bp. If we consider the graph with vertices 
bp’s and b,‘s and with edges cp,,, then this is canonically identified with the barycentric 
subdivision of the geometric graph Y,,,,. 
For each oriented edge y with o(y) = P and t(y) = Q, we associate an oriented arc 
cy = cP.,p,c&, starting from bp and ending at b,. 
Let us choose a vertex PO of Y. Then we can regard bp, as a point on C,. If we fix the 
arcs cP., once for all, then we have a canonical isomorphism 
nl(C,,bPo) z n,(G, Y,Po). 
Via the above isomorphism of the fundamental groups, any element of x1 (C,, bp,) is 
written as a product 
uocy,ulcp, . . . u,- lCy,U.. 
Here y,, . . . ,y, is a loop of the graph Y, such that 
O(Yl) = t(Y”) = PO; t(yi) = O(yi+l) for each i (1 I i I n - 1). 
For each i (0 I i I n), Ui is an element of nl(Bp*,,,, bpi), with Pi = t(yi) for 1 I i I n. 
Let t, = ree2’@ be the polar coordinates of t, for each geometric edge e of Y. We 
may assume that t = (re)eEEdgecYJ,,o,. Then by the relation up.,uQ,, = ree2nio*, BF., and 
B& are patched along the two annuli 
(UP., E @ 1 r,/E 5 IuP.~~ I E} and (uQ.p E @ 1 re/E I IuQ.~I I E) 
in A,,,. The increase of 0, from 0 to 1 rotates the patching condition of two annuli. 
Hence, the arc cy = cp,,cQ,, ’ is transformed to c,d, where d is an element of x1 (Bz,,, b,) 
which is free-homotopically equivalent o the generator of x1 (A,,,, *). 
Thus the proof is completed for the case n = 0. 
Now let us discuss the general case. Let f: ?Z + 9 and sl, s2,. . . , s, : ~3 + W be the 
local universal deformation of (C,,S,). Similarly to the case n = 0, we can define 
A,,, and B;., for each edge e and vertex P. Define a subset S, = Ul= 1 Si(t) in C, for each 
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point t. Then BF., - S, is homotopically equivalent to CP - CpnSo. The rest of the 
proof proceeds completely similarly to the case n = 0. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Let yi E zl(G, Y, P) be a puncture element corresponding to 
a puncture element r E Gp,. Then, as shown in Theorem 2.1, yi - crc- ’ holds for any 
path c from P to P’. Therefore, we have 
Remark 2.6. In the proof of Theorem 2.2., it is clear that the local monodromy 
representation can be described by Dehn Twists along mutually disjoint closed curves. 
In fact, the edge twist at the edge e coincides with the Dehn twists on the punc- 
tured Riemann surface C, - S, along the vanishing cycle corresponding to the singular 
point qe. 
Definition 2.11. We denote by Iy the free abelian group 
@ Z-e 
esEdge(Y),,,, 
in Theorem 2.2. Thus, we have a commutative diagram 
PI ~(C.S)-OUty~l(Ct, - ~,,>~) 
II 3 
PY:lY - Out,>nr,(G, Y, PO). 
Both columns are isomorphisms of filtered groups if lr is filtered as in Definition 1.7. 
3. An algorithm to compute edge twists and examples for the case of low genus 
In the previous section, we provided a method to represent the local monodromy 
action on the fundamental group in a combinatorial way. However, the presentation 
of the fundamental group was not the standard one. The purpose of this section is 
twofold: one is to provide an algorithm to choose a suitable set of generators E, fl, y of 
the fundamental group of a graph of surface groups so that we can explicitly compute 
edge twists on the standard presentation; the other is to calculate some examples with 
genus two or three, which serves as the base step of the inductive proof of the main 
result. 
3.1. Description of the algorithm 
For simplicity, we consider the case when n = 0, and the curve Co is maximally 
degenerate. Then the graph Y is of valency three, that is, for each vertex P, the number 
of edges with terminus P is three. When Y is maximally degenerate, GP is isomorphic 
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to a free group of rank two for any P E Vert Y. Let yl,y2,y3 be the three edges such 
that t(yi) = P. Corresponding to each yi, we can consider the images x~.~, = 2;: E Gp. 
Changing xp.),, by its conjugate if necessary, we may assume that .x~.~, satisfy the 
relation 
Step 1. Search for canonical generators. We choose a maximal tree T, and want to 
find a system of canonical generators in the surface group rcl (G, Y, T) of genus y. We 
restrict the graph of surface groups G to T, and investigate the inductive limit 
CT = liz (Cl T, T) in the first place. We want to show that CT is isomorphic to a free 
group of rank 2g - 1. In order to prove the above fact by induction, we reformulate it 
for subtrees T’ of T. Put CT, = li2 (Cl.,, T’). 
Holes 
For each vertex P E Vert( T’) and each edge y with r(y) = P, we call the pair (P, y) 
a hole. When P E Vert(T’) and y$Edge(T’), we call (P, y) an open hole for T’. We 
denote by h(T’) the total number of open holes for T’. Then h( T’) = 3 # (Vert( T’)) 
- # (Edge( T’)) = # (Vert(T’)) + 2. 
Lemma 3.1. CT, is isomorphic to a free group of rank h( T’) - 1. The generators ure 
given by 
H(T’) = {x>,,,l(P,y) open hole,for T’) 




where the order of the product is considered appropriately. Here xlp. )‘ are the images qf 
xp. B viu GP + G,, 
The order of generators in the relation 
If one wants to specify the order of the product of(3.1.1), we can do it as follows. For 
each open hole (P, y), we can associate a dummy vertex QtP.y) and an edge connecting 
P and QcP.y). Let 7’ be the extended tree. Then we can embed T’ in an oriented plane 
t7, so that the orientation of ll is compatible with the order (P, yl), (P,y2), (P,y3) of 
three holes of P. Namely, the edges yl, y,, y3 are embedded counterclockwise in this 
order for the orientation on n for each P. 
Tree-traversal search 
Let us start from a vertex PO, and choose an edge y with o(y) = PO. 
Case 1: If (PO, j) is not an open hole, we move to the adjacent vertex PI = t(y). 
Write y’ = y. 
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Case 2: If (P,,y) is an open hole of T’, we write x~,.~~ first in the product (3.1.1). 
Rotate the vector o(y)t(y) counterclockwise with o(y) fixed until meeting another 
edge y, with o(yi) = PO. 
Case 2.1: If (PO, yi) is also an open hole, then write .x~,,~, after xp,. v in the product 
(3.1.1). In this case, PO is a terminal vertex of T’, and for the last edge y, with 
O( y2) = PO, the hole (PO, y2) is not open, unless T’ consists of one vertex PO, the trivial 
case. We move to the adjacent vertex PI such that t(y2) = PI. Write y’ = y,. 
Case 2.2: If (Po,jl) is not an open hole, we set PI = t(yl), and write y’ = y,. Let y” 
be the first edge with o(y”) = PI that we shall meet if we rotate a small vector ,----t 
counterclockwise starting from o(y’) t(y’) = PIP,, with its origin fixed. 
Return to Case 1 or Case 2 with PO := PI and y := y’ (Case 2.1) or y := y” (Case 2.2). 
We iterate this process until all the open holes are enumerated. 
Remark 3.1. The order of three generators xp,Y,xp.Y~xp~Y, for each edge is not 
essential. Even if we are given a relation of different order 
XP.YlXP,Y3XP.Y2 = 1, 
we can rewrite it as 
xP.Y,xP.Y1(x~:*.~P.Y.1xP,Y2) = 1) 
and replace the generator xp~YA by its conjugate xF,:,x~,~,x~,~, (see Lemma 2.2). Thus, 
in the above determination of the order elements in the relator (3.1.1) of Lemma 3.1, 
the embedding of F’ into an oriented plane II is not essential. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We prove Lemma by induction on # (Vert(T’)). If 
# (Vert (T’)) = 1, it is trivial. 
Choose a terminal vertex PO of T’, and let ( yo, jo) be the edges with t(yo) = PO, and 
O( yO) = PO. Let T” be a tree 
Vert(T”) = Vert(T’) - (PO}; 
Edge(T”) = Edge(T’) - {yO,yO}. 
Then 
Put PI = o(yo). Then (P,, jFo) is an open hole for T”. Rearranging the position 
of x;,Y in the product (3.1.1) by a cyclic rotation if necessary, we may assume that 
x;,,~,, is the last element in the product (3.1.1). We take generators x~,,~~, x~~.~,, 
xp,, _ satisfying 
xP,. YOXPO. YlXP0.Y2 = 1. 
Then 
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Thus, the presentation of CT! is given by 
( 
.xk., 1 (P, y) open hole for T; 
( 
n .G. p -4,,.y, ~~“.y2 = 1 
(P.y)open hole for T”.(P.y) # (PI .$<~I > 
The group CT’ is a free group of rank rank(G,..) + 1. 0 
Construction of canonical generators 
We compute the quotient realization n,(G, Y, T) of the fundamental group of 
a graph of groups (G, Y) with respect o a maximal or spanning tree T in Y. 
Since h(T)= #(VertT)+2= #(VertY)+2=2g, CT is a free group of rank 
2g - 1 with generators ix;.,/ (Ply) E H(T)}. From now on we delete the “I” in the 
symbol ~6.~ to simplify notation. 
Consider the contracted graph Y’ = Y/T, which has a unique vertex T/T and 
g geometric edges. Let y,, . . ,y, be g oriented edges which represent all g geometric 
edges (i.e., lyil # lyjl) if i # j). Then for each edge yi, two open holes (O(yi), yi) and 
(t(yi), yi) are associated. Now the ambient group F(G, Y) is generated by CT and 





Decompose the word fl,P.YjEH(TJ~p.y into segments with the form 
Reversing the orientation of the edge y, for the second case, we may discuss only the 
first case. Then we put CI~ = x,(~~),~, and /I1 = y;’ = jl. The original word is written 
as 
~~c~~~IJ11~~~:,~.4.~~~~~~I~.,.~~~~ 
and changing the order of words cyclically, we may assume that the relator is of the 
form 
Now for each i (2 I i I g), we want to rewrite the generators x,(~,).~,,x,,~,,,,~, and 
yi as fOllOWS. 
(i) If both x,(.~,),~, and x~(~,).~, are contained in the segment w, w,-, then we keep them 
and yi the same. 
(ii) If both x,(~,).Y, and x,(,)+ are contained in the segment w, then we replace them 
and yi by their transforms with respect o x,:,,,,,. In this case, the relation 
Yix*(y,).y,Yi-’ = x,(:,LG, 
is still valid. 
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(iii) If one of .x,(~,).~, and .Y,(> ,,,.,., is contained in w and another in w,ws, then 
reversing the orientation of the edge ,vi, we may assume that x,(,,),,, is contained in 
w,wf. Then we transform .x~(~,),~, by x,:,‘,,.,,, and replace yi by .~rc:,,.ylyi. Then the 
relation 
Yix,(,,l..v,Yiel = xG,‘.,l., 
is still valid. 
Thus the segment after [a,,bl] is a product of new .x,(~,).~, and x,,,,).,, (2 I i I y). 
We can apply the above process for this shorter word of length 2g - 2. Iterating this 
process, we can reach the canonical relation 
C~,,P’l ... c4pBsl = 1 
Step 2. The algorithm to pass from the quotient realization ~c~(G, Y T) to a sub- 
group realization nl(G, Y, P) is described in [9, Section 5, Prop. 20-J. Under this 
subgroup realization, apply the definition of edge twists in Section 2. 
3.2. Examples in the case of genus 2 
In order to compute edge twists, from now on, we use the following abridged 
convention to denote the elements in F(G, Y). In place to write x~,.~,, we simply write 
Xij, when t(yj) = pi. Similarly for x pt.?, with O(yj) = Pi, we write X;S. 
Proposition 3.1. The Main Theorem 1.1 is true when g = 2, n = 0, and the curue is 
maximally degenerate. 
Proof. There are two graphs corresponding to the maximially degenerate stable 
curves of genus 2 as described below. We shall confirm Theorem 1.1 for each case. 
Computation of the edge twists of the graph Y,. 
One of the two graphs consists of two vertices P1, Pz with three edges yi (i = 1,2,3) 
so that r(yi) = PZ and o(yj) = PI for any i (i = 1,2,3). The other edges are given by 
{ji (i = 1,2,3)j. We denote this graph by Y,. The vertex groups have the presentation 
GP, = (xli,xI~,x13. ,X1jX12Xli = 1) 
and 
GP, = ~~~~,~~~,~~~;-~z~~zz~~~ = 1). 
Choose a maximal tree TA = { y,, j,). Then the quotient realization x1 (G, Y,, TA) has 
a canonical basis 
xi = Xii, PI = Yl, u2 = x22, B2 = Y2 
with the defining relation 
C~I,BIIC~~,P~I = XliY1-~,iLY,X22Y2X2~2 =XiIXziX22XtI = 1. 
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Choose PI as the base point. Then rrl (G, Y,, PI) has the corresponding canonical basis 
21 = Xii, 81 = Y3Y1, @2 = y3x22j3, fi2 = y2j3. 
A direct computation shows that each edge twist Dj = D, (i = 1,2,3) is given as 
follows. 
(1) D, keeps the canonical generators invariant except for /I, ED, = fira,. 
(2) D2 keeps the canonical generators invariant except for p2 I-+ D2(p2) = fi2z2. 
(3) D3h) = ~1, D3(81) = a; %a~, O3@2) = b;‘h~; ‘tr21u2, O3(82) = 
B2BdB1 lm2. 
Passing to the homology group, this shows that the monodromy homomorphism 
lr,, +Autn,(G, YA,PI)ah = Outnr(G, Y,,P,)/W-27rl 
is injective in this case. This means 1:” = 0. Hence IF’ = 0 and ri(YA) = 0 for any 
i 2 1. Since sr ( YA) = s2( Y,) = 0, we confirmed the main theorem for the graph YA. 
Computation of the edge twists of the graph Y,. 
The other graph consists of two vertices P,, P2 with three edges yi (i = 1,2,3) such 
that o(y2) = t(y2) = PI, o(y3) = t(y3) = P2, and t(yl) = P2 and o(yl) = PI. The other 
edges are given by { yi (i = 1,2,3)}. We denote this graph by Ys. 
Let us start with 9 generators: 
xi i7 x127 x12, x21> x23, x23, yi (i = 1,223) 
with 5 relations: 
Xli?cl$X12 = 1; X21X23X23 = 1; y2x,,y;’ = x;;; 
y3x23y; ’ = x;f ; ylx2ly; 1 = x;i’ . 
If we choose a tree T = {lyll}, then y, = 1, x2, = XL{, xrrx21 = 1. Hence 
xli~12~2~~23 = 1 with relations 
-1--r. 
x12 = Y2X12Y2 9 
-l--1 
x23 = J)Jx2j y3 3 
which implies the canonical relation 
[x,2,j21 [xZj,j31 = l. 
Thus we should set 
a1 =x,2; lJ1 = Y2; a2 = x23; P2 = Y3 
in the group rrr(G, Y,, T). 
Choose PI as a base point. Then, we have 
a1 =x,2; PI = Y2; a2 = ylx23y1 -l; P2 =YlY3Y;’ 
in nr(G, YB,Pl). We note here that x2r = (~23x23)~~ = ([z2,P2])-‘. 
Here is the computation of the edge twists D, (i = 1,2,3). 
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Computation 3.1. We write Difor D,,. 
(1) D1 keeps u1 and PI invariant. D1(c(Z) = x~~c~~x;/ = [cx~,~~~]-‘~~[Lx~,/?~], and 
D1u.L) = xZAx;l = EC%, p21- ‘82 [%PJ. 
(2) D2 keeps the canonical generators invariant except for PI, and D2(j?1) = P1~l. 
(3) D3 keeps the canonical generators invariant except for BZ, and D3(fi2) = p2u2. 
It is clear that DZ and D3 act on x1 (C,, *)ab as mutually independent transvections, 
and that ly, 1 E I;‘. 
Lemma 3.2. ml y, /$1x’ holds for any nonzero integer m. 
Proof. The proof is completely the same as that of [8, Lemma 1.123. We omit it. 0 
Hence we have r,(YB) = 2, r,(YB) = 0, and rZ(YB) = 1. Meanwhile, we find 
sl( YB) = 0 and s2( YB) = 1 by drawing the picture of Y,. Thus, we have confirmed the 
main theorem for Y,. 0 
3.3. One example of genus 3 
In order to complete the inductive proof in Section 5, we have to discuss the case of 
graph Yc given as follows. It consists of four vertices Pi (i = 1,2,3,4), and six 
nonoriented edges. The oriented edges yi (i = 1, ,6) are defined by 
O(Yd = QYl) = PI, O(Y2) = PI, t(y2) = p2, O(Ys) = p4, QY3) = PJ, 
O(Y4) = t(y4) = p4, O(Ys) = GY6) = P2, 4Y6) = t(y5) = p3. 
The generators of the ambient group are 
Xii9Xii2X~i, x43 9 x44, x44, x22rx2l5,x25> x33,x35,x36 and yi (i = 1, . . . ,6) 
with relations 
XljXllXli = 1 , x43x44x44 = 1, x22x26x23 = l, X33X35X3b = 1 
and 
.YlXi IV;’ = Xlil, Y2x22Y; l = x;; 9 
y3x33y; l = xii, Y4X44Y4 l = xii 9 
y5x35y; l = xi; 9 yex,ey; l = x;; . 
Choose T = {yi,y;(i = 2,3,5)} as a spanning tree. Then in the group zl(G, Y, T), we 
have 
Xl? = x;2l, x35 = x&, x33 = xisl. 
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Eliminating the above 6 Xij from the 4 relations between .xij, we have the relation 
x x -x x -x x = 1) 11 11 26 36 44 44 
which in turn implies the canonical relation 
Lx1 l,Y,1 [Ix26,Y61 cx44>Y41 = l. 
Naturally, we should set 
Xl = x11, Pl = Yl, a2 = x26, p2 = Y6> a3 = x44, 83 = Y4. 
Rewrite these in the fundamental group z1 (G, Y, P2) with base point P2. Then we have 
a1 = y;‘x1 lY2, PI = Yr ‘YlY2, @2 = x26, b2 = Y5Y6 > 
-1 
23 = YsY;‘x44Y3Y5 > P3 = Y,Y, lY4Y3Y; l. 
We write only the result of the computation of the edge twists, which is easy to check. 
Computation 3.2. We write Di for DYi. Then Di (i = 1, . . . ,6) are given as follows. 
(1) D1 keeps canonical generators invariant exceptfor fil: Dl(bl) = fllal. 
(2) D, keeps canonical generators invariant except for tl,, PI: 
D2@1) = Cal,PJ ‘~1 C~,hl, &(PJ = C~~~BII-‘PIC~I,BII. 
(3) D3 keeps canonical generators invariant except for x3, fi3: 
D3(4 = Ca3, Al - ‘~3 CG 8d &(PJ = iIa3, Bsl- ‘IL [as 831. 
(4) D, keeps canonical generators invariant except for p3: D4(f13) = /I+Y.~. 
(5) D, keeps aI, b1 and u2 invariant: 
D5(82) = [h> it31 - ‘bZcc2~ D5(u3) = c; ‘d,cc,d, ‘c3, 
Do = c; ‘d&d2 ‘~3, 
where 
c3 = [a3, fi3] and d2 = /3zcr2fi; I. 
(6) D, keeps canonical generators invariant except for /12: D6(b2) = fi2x2. 
Obviously, we have 1 y, 1 e lyeI modulo I$:.‘. 
L~~Ini3 3.3. m(jy51 - Iy61)$1:2’ holds for any nonzero integer m. 
Proof. Let us compute 6 = D5D6 ‘. Then 
&aIk; 1 = 1, WlM; l = 1, G(or,)G l = 1, W,Mi l = Ccf3,PJ l, 
6(cz3)a;l = [ct2, CLJ modulo W- 3(n,), and 
W&M; ’ = Ca2,B31 module W-A) 
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Since for any nonzero integer m, there exists no element of weight -2 in rrr such 
that the action of the associated inner automorphism is equal to m6 modulo W_ 3(x,), 
m6 represents a nonzero element in Z:j’/l:f’. q 
4. Proof of Main Theorem 
4. I. Reformulation of Main Theorem 
This section proves Main Theorem by using the edge twists. We can obtain not only 
the rank but also a free basis of each filtration of I,,.,,. Our proof is an inductive 
argument. To make it effective, it is better to discard the geometric origin of Main 
Theorem. Here we restart from purely algebraic data. 
Definition 4.1 (graph ojsurface groups). A graph of groups (G, Y) is called a graph of 
surface groups if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) For each vertex P, suppose that { yP, r, . . ,yp.mP} is the set of edges of Y with 
terminus P. Then, GP is a group represented by 
c~P.l~PP.ll’~~c~P,g,~PP,splYP.l .~'YP.dP.l . ..6P.mp= 1) 
(2) For each edge y, G, is an infinite cyclic group with generator zy. 
(3) The identity G, = G, is given by 1, = I; I. 
(4) By the monomorphism G ?,,, c, Gp, iyP, is mapped to an element conjugate 
t0 6P.i. 
The letters g, n are used in the following two ways. One is to denote the functions 
from Vert(Y) to the set of nonnegative integers P H gp, P Hnp. The other is to 
denote the genus of the whole graph of surface groups (G, Y) defined by 
g := 1 gp + #(Edge(Y),,,,) - # (Vert(Y)) + 1 
PEVerl(Y) 
and the total number of punctures 
n := c np 
PsVert(Y) 
The elements yp. r, . . , yP.np are called the puncture elements on the vertex P. 
A graph of surface groups is said to be stable if gp 2 1 or np + mp 2 3 holds for each 
vertex P. 
Remark 4.1. It is easy to see that this definition is a generalization of the definition of 
the graph of surface groups associated with a stable curve (Definition 2.9). It is also 
easy to see that (G, Y) is stable if and only if it is a graph of surface groups associated 
with some stable n-punctured curve. 
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Notation 4.1. Let (G, Y) be a graph of groups and PO, P1 be two vertices of Y. Let c be 
a path from PO to P1. We denote by the same letter c the element 
Ic, 11 E x1 (G, Y; PO, P,), where 1 denotes the sequence of 1 of type c (see Definition 2.6.). 
An element x E n, (G, Y, PI) determines a conjugate class of 7r1 (G, Y, PO) generated by 
cxc- ‘. We denote this conjugate class simply by [xl. In particular, the puncture 
elements determine their conjugate classes. 
Let Zy denote the free abelian group 
Iy := @ esEdge,YJ,,“,~.e. 
By Definition 2.8 we have a homomorphism 
pu : Iy ---f Out 7~~ (G, Y, PO). 
Proposition 4.1. Let (G, Y) be a graph of surface groups, y 1, . . , y. be the set of puncture 
elements. Then, (7cI(G, Y,P,); [yI], . . . , [y,,]) 1s zsomorphic to the fundamental group ?f 
an n-punctured Riemann surface. 
Proof. This is proved in the proof of Theorem 2.1, where the stability condition is not 
used. 0 
Remark 4.2. For a graph of surface groups, we always consider its fundamental group 
as an n-pointed group as above. Hence, it is a filtered group and Iy is a filtered module 
as defined in Definitions 1.5, 1.7 and 1.11 (see also Definition 2.11). 
Corollary. Let us denote by the same symbol [x] the unique element of z1 / W_ 27c1 
determined by a conjugate class [xl. 
Then, in nl/W_2rc1, 
;:I CsP.il = O 
holds for each vertex P. 
Proof. This is clear from Definition 4.1(l) and [yp.i] E W_zn,. 0 
Definitions 1.8 and 1.9 provide the notions of a bridge and a maximal cut system to 
Y by replacing “the curve C” with “the graph Y” and “a singular point” with “a 
geometric edge e”. In particular, invariants sl( Y), s2( Y) are defined. 
Notation 4.2. We denote by E 1, . . . , E, the set of maximal cut systems of Y. We denote 
the elements of Ej by (ej.0, . . . , ej.“,} for 1 I j I m. Let BRG denote the set of bridges 
in Edge( Y )geom. Let MCS denote the set 
{ej.*-ej.iElyIj=l,..., m,i=l,_._, vj). 
Observe that #BRG = sz(Y) and # MCS = sl(Y) hold. 
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In this formulation, we shall prove the next theorem from which Main Theorem 1.1 
immediately follows through Theorem 2.2, Remark 4.1, and Proposition 4.1. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (G, Y) be a stable graph of surface groups, and 1 be the number of 
geometric edges of Y. Then the following hold. 
(1) For k 2 0, grk(ZY) is a free Z-module. 
(2) rank, (Z,/Z:“) = I- s1 (Y) - s2( Y). 
(3) The image of MCS is a free basis of I:“/!?‘. 
(4) The image of BRG is a free basis of l:“/l:“‘. 
(5) 1:3) = 0. 
(6) py is injective. 
We shall prove this theorem in the following manner. By the definition of BRG and 
MCS, there exists a free basis of Zy extending BRGrr MCS. Thus, the submodules 
(BRG), (BRG u MCS) of Zy spanned by BRG, BRG LI MCS, respectively, are direct 
summands of Zy . 
We separate the proof into three steps as follows. 
Step 1. Prove that BRG c Zg’ and that MCS c I:“. 
Step 2. Prove that Zf’ is generated by BRGrr MCS. 
These two claims already show that BRG u MCS is a free basis of I:‘, and hence it 
is a direct summand of Zy. Consequently, (1) for k = 0 and (2) follow. This gives 
another proof of the identity in [3]. 
Step 3. Prove that BRG is linearly independent modulo I:“’ and that MCS is 
linearly independent modulo I:“. 
By Steps l-3 we have an inequality 
# (BRG LI MCS) = rank,(Zr’) 
= rank,(Z:“/Zr’) + rank,(Zp’/Zp’) + rank,(Zy’) 
2 #(BRG) + #(MCS), 
hence equality must hold. Thus we have I:“’ = {0}, proving (5). From Ker(p) c Ii”‘, 
(6) follows. 
Since Ii*’ 1 BRG and rank,(Zr’) = # (BRG) hold, Zr’/(BRG) is a torsion group, 
but this must be free, being included in the free module Z,/(BRG). Thus BRG is a free 
basis of Zk*‘, and MCS is a free basis of (BRG u MCS)/(BRG) z Z:“/Zp’. This 
proves the rest of Theorem 4.1. 
We shall settle these steps in this order in the following sections. The hard part is 
Step 3. We assign Section 5 for Step 3. 
The method of proofs is briefly as follows. For a stable graph of surface groups, we 
construct a smaller stable graph of surface groups (G, Y) with a homomorphism of 
filtered groups 
nl(G, Y, P) -+ 7~1 (G, Y, P) 
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compatible with a subset of edge twists. Then, we can reduce the problems on (G, Y) to - - 
those on several (G, Y)s, and proceed by induction. 
4.2. Tools ,for Proqf 
In this section, we define two functorial constructions: subgraph contraction and 
vertex reduction. These play a crucial role in the main body of the proof. 
Notation 4.3. Let (G, Y) be a graph of surface groups. For y E Edge( Y ), t, denotes the 
element I;, namely, the image of ry by the monomorphism G, i-t G,,yI (see Definition 
4.1). 
By definitions, we have the following: 
Lemma 4.1. Let y be an edge qf Y. We have 
yt,yt, = 1 . 
The edge twist D,,, maps 
Y -L’ty, y Hjtj 
and leaves the other generators unchanged. 
We recall some definitions on the morphisms of filtered objects, 
Definition 4.2. Let G, G’ be groups with filtration 
G”’ = W_ rG(‘) 2 Wm,G”’ . . . . 
A homomorphism offiltered groups is a group homomorphismf: G + G’ preserving the 
filtration, that is, satisfying 
f(W_,G) c W_,G’ for k = 1,2 ,... 
It is called an epimorphism if f(W_,G) = WekG’ holds for each k. A homomorphism of 
filtered modules is defined in the same way. 
Proposition 4.2. Let f: G + G’ be an epimorphism of groups, and K be its kernel. Then 
there exists u homomorphism 
,r^: AutK G -+ Aut G’, 
where AutK G = (CJ E Aut G 1 a(K) = K}. The map f-is characterized by the property 
&))( f(4) =f(M) . 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 0 
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Definition 4.3 (Subyraph contraction). Let (G, Y) be a graph of groups, and Y’ be 
a subgraph of Y. We define the quotient graph of groups (G/ Y ‘, Y / Y ‘) as follows (see 
[9, Section 5.21). 
Suppose that Y’ is connected. Then, Y/Y’ denotes the contracted graph of Y by Y’; 
in other words, we define Vert(Y/Y’):= (Vert(Y) - Vert(Y’))u(P,,}, where the 
vertex Pyf corresponds to the contracted subgraph Y’, and define 
Edge( Y /Y’) := Edge(Y) - Edge( Y’) with the natural incidence relation. There is 
a canonical surjection Vert (Y) + Vert (Y ) denoted by P + p. The family of groups 
G/Y’ is defined as follows: 
(G/Y’),_ := ~ptG,y 
1 
y, T,) ;; ;y; 
‘3 ? Y’ ) 
where T’ is a maximal tree in Y’. and 
(G/Y’),:= G, for y$Edge(Y’). 
If Y’ is not connected, we apply the above operation for each connected component 
of Y’. 
Proposition 4.3. Let (G, Y) he a graph of surface groups and Y’ be a subgraph of Y. 
(1) There is a canonical isomorphism ofjltered groups 
nl(G, Y, P) z zl(G/ Y’, Y/Y’, r’). 
(2) (G/ Y’, Y / Y’) is a graph of surface groups. 
(3) Let Iy_yS denote the submodule of Iy generuted by 
{eleEWe(Y),,,, - We(Y’),,,,f. 
(Here - means set theoretical diflerence.) 
Then we have a commutative diagram 
PYIIy_y:IY-Y’- Out,. n, (G, Y, I’,,) 
II II 
PY,Y,:lY!r - Out,rrI(G/Y’, Y/Y’,&,). 
(4) The both vertical arrows are isomorphisms ofjltered groups. 
(5) If (G, Y ) is a stable graph of surface groups, then so is (G/ Y’, Y/Y’). 
Proof. We may assume Y’ to be connected. 
(1) This isomorphism is given in [9, Section 5.2, Lemma 63. This isomorphism 
maps puncture elements of (G, Y) to those of (G/Y, Y/ Y’) by the definition, and hence 
preserves filtration. 
(2) This is clear from the construction of quotient graph of groups and Proposi- 
tion 4.1. 
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(3) The left vertical arrow in the commutative diagram is defined by e be. The 
commutativity of the diagram immediately follows from the definitions of the right 
vertical arrow and the edge twists. 
(4) It follows from (1) that the right vertical arrow is an isomorphism of filtered 
groups. The left vertical arrow is an isomorphism of filtered modules, since the 
filtrations on Ir-r. and Iy!rs are induced from the horizontal arrows, respectively. 
(5) Suppose that (G, Y) is stable. To show the stability of the quotient (G/ Y’, Y/Y’), 
it is enough to check the stability condition on the vertex Q corresponding to Y’. We 
may assume that gQ = 0. This implies that Y’ must be a tree, and then the number of 
edges with terminus Q is the number of edges with terminus in Y’, and the number of 
punctures on Q is the sum of those on the vertices of Y’. Hence, nQ + mQ 2 3 
follows. 0 
Definition 4.4. (Verfex reduction). Let (G, Y) be a graph of groups. Let Q be a vertex 
of Y, and suppose that we are given a group Gh and a homomorphism 
.f,:G, -Gh 
Suppose that for each monomorphism G, L* GQ with t(y) = Q, the composition 
G,, c--) GQ + Gh 
is injective. Then, we define a new graph of groups (G’, Y) by Gb := GP for P # Q. 
Gh := Gh as above, and Gi := G, for y E Edge( Y ). The monomorphisms G, L, G;,,, 
are the same with those of (G, Y ), except for the case r(y) = Q where the monomor- 
phism is defined to be 
G,--tGQ-*Gh. 
Proposition 4.4. There is a canonical homomorphism 
hQ:nl(G, Y,P,) -+n,(G’, Y,f’,). 
The kernel of hQ is normally generated by 
{[xl 1 x E Ker(Gp -+ CL)}, 
where [x] denotes the conjugate class of xl (G’, Y, PO) corresponding to x E GQ. 
Proof. Let us define 
LQ:FY*(*Gp) -Fr*(*Gb) 
to be identity on the generators except on GQ, where & coincides with JQ : GQ + G&. It 
is straightforward to check that this provides well-defined homomorphisms 
iQ: F(G, Y) --f F(G’, Y) and h,, as desired. The second statement is not so obvious. 
Let K denote the normal subgroup generated by 
([x] 1 x E Ker(GQ -+ Gh)} 
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in rc, (G, Y, P). The inclusion K c Ker(h) is trivial. The reverse inclusion can be proved 
by induction as follows. 
Let z be an element in the kernel of h, and let (c, p) = (yr, . . . , y,; ro, . , r,) be 
a reduced representation of z. Let Pi denote t(Yi) for 1 < i I n, and PO denote o(y,). 
Let us denote by h(c,,~) the word 
(Y Ir...?Yn;fp,(rO), .. ..fp.,(r”)), 
where fpi : Gp, + Gk, is the identity for Pi # Q. 
It follows that 
and hence, h(c, p) is not reduced by Proposition 2.3. We shall prove that Ic, ~1 E K by 
induction on the length of c. Suppose that c is of length zero. Then, Ic,,u = r. and we 
can check r. E K trivially. Suppose that c is of length at least one. Since h(c,p) is not 
reduced, there exists an i. such that 
Yio+l = Yia and .b,,(Yi,) E Image(Gl,o - G,,). 
Since (c,~) is reduced, it follows that 
ri,, $ fmage(G,,O - GP~,), 
hence Pi, = Q must hold. By the definition of G,$, -+ Go, there exists some a E G,,, 
such that fJri,) =f&d+~), hence uytO = xriO holds for some x E KerfQ. 
Let 2 be the element 
2 := r()yrrr ..’ yiOxyi,r ... r; ‘Yr -lr;l EK. 
To prove Ic,pl E K, it suffices to show that 1. (c,pj E K. Now we have 
JIGPI = r0yl ~..~i,-~~Yio(X~io)Yi,+~)~io+i .“r, 
= royl ... riO_ lCly’OriO+ 1 “.r, 
We reduce the word (c’, II’) as far as possible. The obtained word lies in Ker ho, and by 
induction hypothesis, it lies in K. 0 
Corollary. Suppose that (G, Y) is a graph of ~-face groups in the above proposition. 
Moreover, suppose that 
G,= (K~,..., ~g,Blr...,PB’Yl,...r~~,~~,...,~~; 
C%,Bll ~~~Cq?>PSIYl . ..Ydl . ..hn = I)? 
Gb = (ci;, . . . . ci;,,/$ ,..., &,y;, . . . . y;,, S; ,..., 6;; 
[cdl, I;] “. [a;,, &]y; . ..&& ___sg = l), 
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and that fQ : Go + Gh is a group homomorphism satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) fQ is surjective; 
(2) fQ maps 6i to a conjugate of 6:; 
(3) fQ maps ?ii to a conjugate of some 7; or 1; 
(4) any yJ lies in the conjugate class of fa(ri) for some i. 
Then the following hold. 
(i) The condition in Definition 4.4 is satisfied. 
(ii) (G’, Y) defined in Definition 4.4 is also a graph of surface groups. 
(iii) h, is an epimorphism ofJiltered groups. 
(iv) There is a homomorphism offiltered groups 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are trivial. 
(iii) To show that h, preserves the filtration, it is enough to show the inequality 
wt(ho(xi)) s wt(xi) for a set of generators x1,. . . , xf of n, (G, Y, P,). Thus, it is enough 
to check this for puncture elements of (G, Y). This follows from the condition (3). To 
show that h, is an epimorphism of filtered groups, it is enough to check this condition 
on a set of generators of x1 (G’, Y, PO). Since h, is clearly surjective by the condition (1) 
we only need to check on the puncture elements. This follows immediately from the 
condition (4). 
(iv) We have an exact sequence 
where r := rci(G, Y, PO) and r’ := zi(G’, Y,P,). By Proposition 4.2, we have 
a homomorphism 
&:Aut,J- +Autr’. 
Recall & and py defined in Definition 2.8; 
py : ly + Aut 7c, (G, Y, PO) + Out rci (G, Y, PO). 
We claim that p”,(Z,,) c AutK r. This is an easy consequence of Proposition 4.4, 
because K is normally generated by the elements of the form cxc- ’ with x E Ker fQ 
and c a path from PO to Q, on which edge twists act by conjugation: 
D, :cxc-1 t+(D,(c)c-l)(~~~-l)(~D,(~)-l). 
It is easy to check the commutativity of 
zy 5 htK r -+ outK r 
z;A ht r' -+ out r' 
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where the left vertical arrow is defined by e we, the middle vertical arrow is defined as 
in Proposition 4.2, and the right & is obtained as the quotient of the middle one. Take 
cr E I?‘. We want to show that &o(o) E Zym’. By definition, there exists a lift t E AutK r 
of p(a) such that 
wt(~(x)x- ‘) I wt(x) - m for all x E r 
Clearly, &r) is a lift of &(&(o)). Thus, it is enough to prove that for all y E r’, 
wt&fr)(y)y- ‘) I w(y) - m. 
By (iii), there exists x E F such that wt(x) = wt(y) and h,(x) = y. Thus, we have 
w&(r)(Y)Y - l) = wt(~o(z)(ha(x))h~,(x)- ‘) 
= wt(h&(x)x-‘)) 5 w~(T(x)x~ ‘) I m(x) - m 
as desired. •l 
Definition 4.5. (Vertex reduction map). We call the homomorphism &: Zr -+ Z; of 
filtered modules the vertex reduction map alongfQ. 
4.3. Step Z. BRG c 1i!2’ and MCS c I?‘. 
Proposition 4.5. A bridge ly/ qf the graph Y belongs to Zf’. 
Proof. It is enough to show that r := D,,, E Aut x1 (G, Y, PO) satisfies the condition in 
Definition 1.7 for k = 2. 
Put Y - lyj = Yr u Y,, where Yi (i = 1,2) are both connected. Let us fix the 
orientation of y by t(y) E Vert( Y,) and o(y) E Vert( Yr). We may assume that P,, E Y,. - - 
Let (G, Y) be the graph of surface groups obtained from (G, Y) by contracting each 
x (i = 1,2) to a point Pi (i = 1,2), respectively. Then y is a graph with two vertices 
PI,P2 and unique geometric edge 1~1. By Proposition 4.3, we have a canonical 
isomorphism 
- - 
xr(G, Y, PO) = ni(G, Y,Pr) 
compatible with the edge twist D,,,, and each Gpj (i = 1,2) has the presentation as 
in Definition 4.1(l) with t, - bpI_l, t, - bp,, 1 and mp, = mpz = 1. By Corollary to - - 
Remark 4.2, [ts] = [S,,.,] E W_2z1 holds. The group 7~r(G, Y,P,f is generated by 
5EGp,and5:=yrly-‘forulEGp,.ItisenoughtoshowthatD,,,(r)r-‘E W_,_2nlfor 
these 5 with weight -1. 
Edge twist D,,, has the following description: 
&&) = < if 5 E GP,; 
D,,,(yqy- ‘) = yt,qJt, = t,! *yqy- It,- for rl E Gp,. 
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Since t; ’ E W- 2z,, we have 
1 if 5 E Gp,; 
[t,Yl,t]E W_I_2nl if r~yG~,y-‘. IJ 
Proposition 4.6. Zf { I y, 1, Iy, I } IS a cut pair of edges, then ly, I - ly,( belongs to 1;‘. 
Proof. Let Y - 1 y, I u ly2 I have two connected components Yl and Y2. Contract Y,, 
Y, to points Pl,P2, respectively. Then, by changing the orientation of the edges if 
necessary, we may assume P1 = o(yl) = o(y2) and P2 = t(yl) = t(yz) in the quotient 
graph Y := Y/( Y,, Y2). 
By Proposition 4.3, we may assume that (G, Y) is this contracted graph of surface 
groups. 
The vertex groups Gp,, Gp, have the presentation as in Definition 4.1(l), with 
Q, = 2, dp,. 1 - t,, , and Sp,,2 - ti2. By Corollary to Remark 4.2, we have 
t,, t,, E W-,?Tl. 
The group ni(G, Y,P,) is generated by elements of the following five types: 
(1) ~EGP,. 
(2) t = ylvY,> v E GP~, 
(3) 5 = ~2ilY2, 'I E GP~ 
(4) c = y,viY,> v E GP~, 
(5) 5 = ~2vY1, v E GP>, 
and N is normally generated by some of above 5. By Proposition 1.3 and symmetry, it 
is enough to prove for the cases (l), (2), and (4) that 
~,,,,&:,(5)4-‘E w-1-1~1, 
where -1 is the weight of 5. 
The case (1) is trivial. In the case of (2), D,,,, acts trivially, and 
D,,,,(5)5F = Ylt,,v,‘~l~-’ = CYlt,,jl,Sl E W-l-lnl. 
In the case of (4) we observe that the weight of < is - 1. This follows from (1) of the 
next lemma. 
Now we have 
qy,~,;~,‘,to-’ =t,'Ylw,'~-' = t,‘t,‘[t,J], 
and since t,, t,, E W- z rr 1 holds, the right hand side is contained in W- 2~ 1 = W_ , _ 1 n 1 
as required. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let (G, Y) be a graph of surface groups. 
(1) Let c be a pathfrom PO to PO of posit&e length without multiple geometric edge. 
Then Ic, pi+ W_ 2111 holds for any p. 
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(2) Let lyl be a loop in Y. Regard the edge y as an element in rcl(G, Y,o(y)) and [y] 
as an element ofabelian group n1 / Wp27c1. Put 
T:= (Ic,~l~~~(G,Y,~(y))ly,y~~}, 
T’:= jIc,~I~~~(G,Y,o(y))Iy,y~c; tY+h$ 
Then, we have 
m.[yl$TW~2711/W-2~1; ma [t,]$T’W_,n,/W_,n, 
for any nonzero integer m. 
Proof. (1) Let y, be an edge in C, and let Y’ be the subgraph of Y consisting of all 
vertices of Y and all geometric edges other than lyl 1. Then Y’ is connected and jl #c. 
By passing to the quotient graph of surface groups, we may assume that Y consists of 
one vertex and one loop ly, I. Then [ Ic, PI]+ W- 2x1 follows from (2), since [I c, pi] can 
be written as an element in [yl] + T. 
(2) Let Y’ be the subgraph Y - { jyl>. Then Y’ is connected. Let P denote the vertex 
o(y) = t(y). The vertex group GP has the presentation as in Definition 4.1(l) with 
6, - t, and & - t,-. Define 
G;:= (x,S~,&IX-‘S,C?~ = 1). 
Then, the vertex group GP can be written as the amalgamated product 
GP = G:<*, G;. X 
- - 
Let (G, Y) denote the quotient graph of surface groups by Y’. It consists of one 
vertex Q and one geometric edge lyl. It is not difficult to see that 
G, = T = nl(GIY,, Y,P) = T’ * G;, 
<X> 
for example, by separating P to two vertices and one edge with vertex groups Gk, Gs. 
Define a map f: Gs ~~~:=(61,S2~6162=1)byx~1;61,62~61,62.Wecan 
extend this map tofQ: GP + Gh by T’ + Cl}. Now we consider the vertex reduction 
_ - 
Jr,: ~I(G, Y, Q) 4 4% 7, Q) 
along fa. It is clear that h,(T) c Gh, h,(T’) = 1, and hp(ty) = dl, h,(t,) = d2, since 
Gh is abelian. Now to prove(Z), it is enough to prove the statement in the image by h,, 
in other words, to prove that 
m-ha([y])$Gb modulo W_2~1(c’, P,Q), 
m-hQ([ty])$hQ(T’) = (0) modulo W_zn,(G’, r,Q). 
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This follows from the facts that 
n,(G’,%Q) = (t,,ylIIt,,y-‘I = 1) z:r,OZy, 
that W_,xl(G’, r,Q) = 1, and that Gh is a free Z-module of rank one generated by 
Ctyl. q 
4.4. Step 2. (BRGu MCS) = Iv’. 
Proposition 4.7. Let (G, Y ) be a graph of surface groups. 
(1) Let 
0= c m,e 
r~Edge(Y),,,, 
be an element of 1:“. Then, mP = 0 ife is neither a bridge nor a component of a cut pair. 
(2) (BRGu MCS) = rv). 
Proof. (1) Assume contrarily that m, # 0 for an edge e with the above assumption. 
Suppose that e = lyl. If o(y) = t(y), then we regard y as an element y E rct(G, Y,o(y)). 
Then, &(~)([y]) - [y] = me[tv] holds in z,/W_~X~, which is a contradiction. Thus, 
we may assume o(y) # t(y). Let Y1 be the connected component of Y - BRG 
containing e. Then, by the assumption, Y, - e is a connected graph, and o(y) and t(y) 
are connected in Y - e -f for any geometric edge f of Y1. By Menger’s Theorem [l, 
Chapter 3, Section 2, Theorem 51, there exist two mutually disjoint simple paths cr, cz 
from t(y) to o(y) in Y - e. It is enough to show 
M~(CYCII) - CYCJ Z 0 in 7h/W-2nly 
since Int nI acts on r~,/W_~rc, trivially. 
Put 
f7’ := C ml?., ly’(. 
Y’SC,” ;y; 
Then we have &(o’)(ycl) = &(a)(ycl). Let us denote by /cr 1 the set {ly’l Jy’ E cl) of 
geometric edges. Contract Y along each connected components of Y - Icl 1 - e, and - - 
obtain the quotient (G, Y). Since o(y) and r(y) are connected by c2 c Y - [cl 1 - e, we - - 
have o(y) = t(y) in (G, Y). 
Since CJ’ E Zy_(y_,c, _-p), by using Proposition 4.3, it is enough to prove 
P~J’)(CYC~I) - [YCJ Z 0 in %lW-2%, 
- - 
where r~ 1 := 7~1 (G, Y, o(y)). 
It is easy to see that in Et/ W_2%1, 
AW(CycJ) = CycJ + meCtYl + C mIuslCtYpl 
Y’ECI 
holds. By Lemma 4.2(2), m,[ty] + xy.EC, m ,,,,, [t,,,] # 0 holds, completing the proof. 
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(2) Since (BRG u MCS) c 1:” is proved in Propositions 4.5 and 4.6, it is enough 
to show the inverse inclusion. Take c E 1:“. We reduce c by subtracting the elements 
in BRG u MCS as far as possible, so that 
# le E Edge( Y )geom I e f 0) 
attains the minimal. 
We claim that g = 0. Suppose contrarily 0 # 0. By minimality, m, = 0 holds for any 
bridge e. Thus, by (1) there is a geometric edge lyl with m,,, # 0 which makes a cut 
pair (IyI,ly’l) for some edge y’. 
Let E be the maximal cut system containing (yj. For any e E E with e # (yj, m, = 0 
holds by the minimality. Let Y’ be the minimal subgraph of Y whose geometric edge 
set is {e E Edge( Y &,, 1 m, = 0). We contract Y by Y’. Since CJ E Zy_y,, we can regard 
0 E zy,y.. However, since E - ly( is contained in Y’, (I yl, e) is no more a cut pair in 
Y/ Y’ for any geometric edge e. This implies that ml,,, = 0 by (l), leading a contradic- 
tion. 0 
5. Linear independence of BRG and MCS 
First we shall establish the linear independence for compact cases, and next reduce 
the noncompact cases to the compact ones. We will need the following two proposi- 
tions to prove the compact cases. 
Proposition 5.1. Let (G, Y ) he a nonstable graph qfsurface groups with n = 0, and P be 
a vertex which does not satisfy the stability condition. Then, the following hold. 
(1) There exist exactly two edges y,,y, with terminus P. 
(2) GP = (t,,,t,,lt,,t,, = 1). 
(3) 4, = 4z,. 
Let Y’ be the connected subgraph of Y whose geometric edge set is 
have a commutative diagram 
CIYZI }. Then we 
PY : fY l Out,n,(G, Y,Po) 
I .ll 
py:y,:z*y- Out,nr(G/Y’, Y/Y’,P,), 
where the left vertical arrow maps e’t-,e’for e’ # jy,(,(y,l and (y,(,(y,l -Jyl(. 
Proof. Since P does not satisfy the stability condition, we have gp = 0 and mp I 2. If 
mp = 1 then GP = {l}, hence there exists no monomorphism G, L) Gp. Thus, (1) and 
(2) follow. 
Let Ic,,nI E 71, be a reduced word. If either y,,yz,j,, or y2 appears in cl, it must be 
contained in a subword y,j, or y,j, in Ic,pl, because (c,~) is reduced and G, is 
generated by either t,, or t,,. It is easy to check that the actions of the two edge twists 
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on yrj, (or on yzjl) coincide, proving (3). The commutativity of the diagram is 
a direct consequence of (3) and Proposition 4.3. 0 
Proposition 5.2. (Leaf removal). Let (G, Y) be a stub/e graph of’ surfuce groups with 
n = 0. Let P be u leufof Y; in other words, let P be a vertex such that there exists only 
one edge y with terminus P. Let Q be the vertex o(y). We make a graph of surface groups 
(G, r ) us ,follows. 
(1) Y:= Y - lyl - P. 
(2) GPs := Gr,for P’ # Q. 
(3) The vertex group G, has the presentution us in Dejnition 4.1(l). Suppose thut 
6o.i - t,. Then, we define 
_ 
GQ := G,/((~,.i)). 
Since Q satisfies the stability condition, GQ # (1) follows, hence (G, Y) is a graph of 
surface groups. We have an obvious epimorphism of filtered groups 
h:nl(G, Y,P,) +z,(G, Y,P,): 
and a homomorphism ofjltered modules 
e ++e (e # 1~1). 
We cull this operation the leuf removul at P. 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to the proof of Proposition 4.4. and its corollary. 
First we claim that h is defined naturally, and that its kernel is normally generated by 
The rest of the proof is the same with the proof of Corollary to Proposition 4.4. We 
omit them. 0 
Remark 5.1. In Proposition 5.2, it is possible that (G, Y) is not stable. This occurs only 
if gQ = 0 and Q is incident to exactly three geometric edges Iyl, jyl 1, ly2j in Y. In this 
case, by applying the construction in Proposition 5.1, we have a stable graph of 
surface groups (G/Y’, Y/Y’) with a homomorphism of filtered modules 
IYI -0 
lYlI>lY,l ++IY,I. 
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5.1. Independence of 0 RG in compact cases 
In this section we assume n = 0. 
Proposition 5.3. Let (G, Y) be a stable graph of surface groups. Then, BRG is 1inearlJ 
independent in l:“JIr’. 
Proof. Suppose that 
0 := 2 m,e = 0 in l~“‘/I~‘. 
e bridge 
We will prove that m, = 0 for all bridges e. Suppose contrarily that some m, is not 
zero. Let cr be such an element which minimizes the cardinality of the set 
M:=je:bridgelm,#O). 
We assume that M # 8 and lead a contradiction. 
Let Y’ be the minimal subgraph whose geometric edge set is Edge( Y &+_, - M. By 
contracting Y along Y’, we may assume that Y is a tree and M = Edge( Y)geom. 
Let P be a leafof the tree of Y as defined in Proposition 5.2. By leaf removal at P, we 
obtain a graph of surface groups (G, Y) and the filtration-preserving homomorphism 
h, : Iy + I, with lyl HO. 
- - 
Case 1: (G, Y) is stable. In this case, since 
i;o Cm,e = 1 m,e, 
! i eflYl 
we have m, = 0 for e # Iy( by the minimality of 0, hence such e does not exist. In other 
words, lyl is the unique edge of Y. We shall treat this case later in Case 3. 
- - 
Case 2: (G, Y) is not stable. In this case, by Remark 5.1, we obtain a stable graph of 
surface groups (6, i?), with 
h,:I, + Iv 
e ++e (e f IYI~IY~I,IY~I) 
IYI -0 
lYlLlY2l HIYII. 
Now we have 
& c ( > m,e = c m,e + (m,,,, + mly,,)lyll = 0 in Ig’/Zr’. ~+lpl.l~ll.IY2I 
By the minimality of U, we have m, = 0 and ml,,, + m,,,, = 0. In other words, Y has 
only three geometric edges Iyl, ly, 1, and lyzl with o(y) = t(yl) = t(y2). In this argu- 
ment, we may choose jr to be y. By symmetry, we have m,,, + ml,,, , = 0 and 
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?Yl + mlY*l = 0. These three identities imply m ,y, = m,,,!, = mlv2, = 0, contradicting the 
assumption. 
Case 3. # (M) = 1. The graph Y consists of two vertices P, Q with one geometric 
edge (yl with o(y) = P, f(y) = Q. By stability condition, gP,gQ 2 1 follows, since we 
assumed that n = 0. The vertex groups Gp, GQ has the presentation as in Definition 
4.1(l). 
We construct the mapf, : GP -+ Gb as follows: 
and fp maps UP. 1 2 /Jo. 1 3 6~. l identically, and maps the other generators to 1. The map 
fQ : GQ + Gh is defined in the same manner. By vertex reduction along fp and fQ, we 
have a vertex reduction map 
Thus, it is enough to prove that ml yl # 0 in I;“‘/1 ;(3) if m # 0, which was already 
proved in Lemma 3.2. 0 
5.2. Independence of MCS in compact cases 
In this section we assume n = 0. From now on, a pair means a cut pair and a system 
means a maximal cut system. 
Lemma 5.1. Let (eI, e2), (e,, e4) be two disjoint cur pairs of Y. Then, at least one of the 
following holds. 
(1) (el, e2, e3, e4) belong to one system. 
(2) Both e3 and e4 belong to one connected component qf Y - e, - e,. 
Proof. Let Yr, Y2 denote the connected components of Y - e, - e2. Suppose that 
neither (1) nor (2) holds. We may assume that e3 E Y1 and e4 E Y,. Then, since (1) does 
not hold, both Y, - e3 and Y2 - e4 are connected. Consequently, Y - e3 - e4 is 
connected and this is a contradiction. IJ 
Lemma 5.2. Let E be a system of Y. Then, the graph obtained from Y by contracting 
every connected component Yi, i = 1,2,. . . , n of Y - E is a cycle. 
Proof. Clear. 0 
By Lemma 5.1, for any system E’ # E, there exists a Yi which contains E’. 
Lemma 5.3. There exists a system E such that a connected component Y, of Y - E 
contains all of the other systems. 
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Proof. Take an arbitrary E, and decompose Y - E as in Lemma 5.2. Suppose that 
a connected component Yi other than Y, yet contains a system E”‘. Then, decompose 
Y - E”‘, and let Y I” be the connected component of Y - E”’ containing Y1. By 
iterating this process, the size of Y ik) strictly increases, and this process stops when 
Yik’ contains all systems other than Eck’. 0 
We now prove the independence of MCS by induction. 
Proposition 5.4. The set MCS is linearly independent in I:“lI:“. 
Proof. Let E ,, . . . , E, be as in Notation 4.2. Suppose that 
CJ= c mj.i(ej.0 - ej.;) = 0 in I~‘/Z~‘. 
1 sj<m,l sisv, 
We claim that mj,i = 0 for eachj,i. Suppose contrary. Let G be the counter example 
that minimizes the cardinality of the set 
Let (M 1 denote the set of geometric edges which appear in M, and let Y’ be the 
minimal subgraph of Y whose geometric edge set is Edge( Y )geom - 1 MI. By contract- 
ing Y along each connected component of Y ‘, we may assume that any geometric edge 
appears in M. 
Fix a system E as in Lemma 5.3. Then, Y - E consists of isolated points PI, . . . , fi 
and one connected component Y,. Recall that if we contract YI to one point, then we 
get a cycle. We may assume that PI is a vertex incident to eI,o, and that e,, 1 is the 
other geometric edge adjacent to PI. Now Gp, has the presentation as in Definition 
4.1(l) with rrp, = 0, mpI = 2. We definef,, : Gp, -+ Gb, by 
so that h, maps b,, l7 b,. 2 identically and the other generators to 1. Then, by vertex 
reduction along fp, , followed by the contraction along e,, 1 as in Proposition 5.1, we 
have a filtration preserving homomorphism 
where (6, f) is a stable graph of surface groups and &:e be for e # el.o,el,l; 
el,o,el_l ~e~,~. Thus, we have 
& Cmj.i(ej.0 - ej.i) 
( > 
= C mj.i(ej.0 - ej.i). 
(j,i)#(l.l) 
By the minimality of M, we have mj,i = 0 for (j, i) # (1,l). In other words, M must 
consist of just one pair. Now Y consists of two vertices P, Q and two geometric edges 
I y, I,[ y,l with P = o(yi), Q = t(yi) (i = 1,2). By Proposition 4.3, gp,go 2 1 holds. 
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Similarly to Case 3 in the proof of Proposition 5.2, we can make a vertex reduction 
map 
where (6, ?) is a stable graph of surface groups with yp = ga = 1. In this case, the 
independence was settled in Lemma 3.3. 
5.3. Reducing noncompact cases to compact ones 
In this section we assume n > 0. Let (G, Y) be a stable graph of surface groups. We 
introduce a kind of compactification. For each puncture on each vertex Q, we equip 
with a new vertex P;: and connect 4 with Q by one geometric edge Iyil, t(yi) = P, and 
let Y’ denote the obtained graph. The vertex groups Gpj are defined to be 
(c+,,flp,,bp, ( [~,,fl~,]d~, = l), and the monomorphism G,, -, Gp, is defined by 
ry, w&r G, L, G, is defined by ry, H yQ,i, where ‘/Q,i is the puncture element 
corresponding to e. 
There exists a canonical injective homomorphism 
4 : Tcon := n,(G, Y,Po) E nl(G’ly, Y,Po) -~+n.o := nl(G’, Y’,Po). 
It is not difficult to see that this map preserves the filtration by checking generators. 
By mapping e E Edge(Y)._,, to e E Edge( Y’)geom, we have a homomorphism 
cp:ly + Iy.. 
It is easy to see that &0)(4(q)) = 4(0(q)) holds for any TV E lr, q E n,,,. 
We shall prove that q is filtration-preserving in the next lemma. Then, the indepen- 
dence of the images of BRG and MCS for Y immediately follows from that for Y’. 
which was proved previously. 0 
Lemma 5.4. The homomorphim cp : Iy -+ ly, is @ration preserving. 
Proof. Let CT be an element of I, . WI) We may assume that there exists z E rtCg.” such that 
wt(za(x)z- l.xy ‘) I wt(x) - m 
for any x F 7~~,~. We want to show that q(a) E I$“. For this, it is enough to check the 
condition 
N4(<)z_ l5-l E w-in- l~g-tn.0 
for 5 in a fixed set of generators of rcg+n.O of weight - 1. We may choose these 
generators of n, + n.O to be the union of the following two sets: 
(1) the elements of weight - 1 in rrgbn c z~+“.~; 
(2) the elements of the form 
i = cyidyi-‘c-l 
for d E Gp, with weight - 1 and c a path from I’,, to Q in Y. 
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Because we have 
we have only to check the above condition for the elements of the second type. 
Putting s := zcr(c)c- ‘, we have 
zcp(a)(r)z- ‘5- l = cs, <I. 
Hence, it is enough to show that 
s E W_m7rg,n. 
Suppose contrarily that wt(s) > - m. Take two arbitrary elements u, u E G,, and put 
x := cL4c-’ and y := cvc- ‘. Since IJ E I:“‘, we have 
wt(zo(x)z- lx- ‘) = wt([s,x]) I wt(x) - m < wt(x) + wt(s). 
Let 9’ be the associated Lie algebra of rc,,,: 
2 := @ grm(r+J. 
The above inequality implies that 
[s,x&/, = [s, y], = 0 
in 2’. Now 9 is free and can be embedded into a free associative algebra with 
generators cli, pi, yi [S]. By the stability condition on G,, we can choose x to be one of 
generators and y to be linearly independent o x in 9. Since the centralizer of x is 
spanned by x, both s and y are multiple of x, a contradiction. 0 
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